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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a critical consideration for overall condition

monitoring of aircraft systems. SHM of airframes for the identification and

characterization of structural degradation presents unique challenges. Traditionally, off-

line diagnostic models based on a statistical analysis of material degradation, operating

history, and anticipated perturbations in the flight profile have been used to characterize

airframe structures. Based on these analyses, a rigorous schedule of inspection and

maintenance actions is established to maintain the aircraft in an airworthy condition.

However, these existing diagnostic modeling techniques cannot elucidate the condition of

individual aircraft. Sensing and characterization of structural condition for specific

components of individual aircraft is required to meet the goals of NASA's Single Aircraft

Accident Prevention (SAAP) program.

The purpose of this project was to develop a multiplexed airframe structural sensor

prototype for on-board characterization of multiple and synergistic failure modes in

current and future airframes and to demonstrate the technologies in a laboratory setting.

Specifically, the purpose of this study was to establish requirements for structural health

monitoring systems, identify and characterize a prototype structural sensor system,

develop sensor interpretation algorithms, and demonstrate the sensor systems on

operationally realistic test articles. The structural sensing system was designed to provide

data sources for ARINC's Aircraft Condition Analysis and Management System

(ACAMS), which was developed in a complementary program.

The purpose of introducing SHM into commercial transports is to enhance aviation safety

by improving the effectiveness of the operator's continued airworthiness programs. The

primary consideration for assessing the effect of SHM systems on continued

airworthiness is to determine their potential influence on scheduled maintenance

programs and the potential to reduce unscheduled maintenance actions. SHM systems

could be an important factor in improving the effectiveness of inspection and

maintenance programs and enabling on-condition maintenance. Ultimately, these

improvements would increase air carrier profitability by reducing maintenance program

costs and increasing aircraft availability.

An important area of emphasis of this project was on sensors to detect aging mechanisms

for metallic airframe structures. An understanding of potential damage mechanisms,

structural design criteria and fail-safe features, structural maintenance philosophy was

needed to assess the efficacy of sensor-based system to monitor structural condition. The

structural degradation modes for commercial transport aircraft include low-cycle fatigue

(including widespread fatigue damage), high-cycle fatigue, corrosion (and stress

corrosion cracking), and accidental damage. The sensor system evaluation and sensor

development tasks of this project focused on the principal long-term aging mechanisms

for metallic transport aircraft structures--low-cycle fatigue and corrosion.



An arrayof multiplesensortypeswill berequiredto monitordamageevents,corrosion
andenvironmentaldeterioration,andfatigue.Thisprogramfocusedonfiberoptic
sensors.Theselectedsensorswereevaluatedtovalidatetheirsuitabilityformonitoring
agingdegradation;characterizethesensorperformancein aircraftenvironments;and
demonstrateplacementprocessesandmultiplexingschemes.Corrosionsensors(i.e.,
moistureandmetalion sensors)andfatiguesensors(i.e.,strainandacousticemission
sensors)weredevelopedandevaluatedunderthisprogram.In addition,aunique
micromachinedmultimeasurandsensorconceptwasdevelopedanddemonstrated.The
resultsshowthatstructuraldegradationof aircraftmaterialscouldbeeffectivelydetected
andcharacterizedusingavailableandemergingsensors.

A keycomponentof thestructuralhealthmonitoringcapabilityis theability to interpret
theinformationprovidedby sensorsystemin orderto characterizethestructural
condition.Noveldeterministicandstochasticfatiguedamagedevelopmentandgrowth
modelshavebeendevelopedfor thisprogram.Thesemodelsenablerealtime
characterizationandassessmentof structuralfatiguedamage.

Thegoalsfor implementingSHMsystemsareto improveaircraftsafetyandreduce
operationalandmaintenancecosts.ARINCrecommendsthat,basedonthesepromising
initial results,thedevelopmentof SHMtechnologyasakeyelementof anintegrated
vehiclehealthmanagementcapabilityshouldbecontinued.
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Health Monitoring for Airframe Structural Characterization

SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

1.0 BACKGROUND

Structural health monitoring (HM) is a critical consideration for overall condition

monitoring of aircraft systems. In fact, significant inspection and maintenance of

structural components is required by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in order

to maintain the continued airworthiness of commercial aircraft. For the air carriers, this

represents a considerable expense in aircraft maintenance; an expense that could be

significantly reduced with the implementation of an effective SHM capability. (Kent and

Murphy, 2000).

Traditionally, off-line diagnostic models based on a statistical analysis of material

degradation, operating history, and anticipated perturbations in the flight profile have

been used to characterize airframe structures. Based on these analyses, a rigorous

schedule of inspection and maintenance actions is established to maintain the aircraft in

an airworthy condition. However, these techniques cannot elucidate the condition of

individual aircraft. Sensing and characterization of structural condition for specific

components of individual aircraft is required to meet the goals of NASA's Single Aircraft

Accident Prevention (SAAP) program.

There are three key motivations to pursue sensor-based SHM capabilities. First, given the

inspection and maintenance techniques currently available, there is a potential that

indications of structural degradation could be missed. In general, structural safety

inspections can be difficult and tedious because: (1) the feature sizes for cracks and

corrosion are often small with respect to the resolution of the inspection methods, (2)

crucial structural details are often hidden or buried inside surrounding structure, making

access difficult, and (3) inspection of airframe components must include large areas with

many features to inspect. Even with the recent advances in automated ground-based

nondestructive evaluation methods, the vast majority of inspections are visual. Second,

SHM capability could enable on-condition maintenance of airframe structure. On-

condition maintenance of structures would simplify periodic checks, improve

productivity by minimizing aircraft downtime, and allow the maintenance program to be

tailored to the individual aircraft. Finally, SHM is an integral part of a comprehensive

condition analysis capability.

Advances in sensors are key enabling technologies to the realization of SHM capability.

Recent work has been focused on developing a suite of sensors that can be directly

embedded into the material system or attached to a structure with limited increase in cost,

weight, shape, or size. These sensors, when properly configured within the airframe

structure would create a distributed network capable of measuring strain, pressure,

temperature, and other key parameters. This sensor network would be capable of



detectingchangesin theoperationalenvironment(e.g.,thermomechanicalloading,flight
profileusage,materialstate,or internalcondition)andinitiatinganappropriateresponse
(e.g.,transmittingthisinformationto acentralizedsignalprocessinganddata
managementsystem).

Aspartof thelong-termeffortto implementSHMcapability,ARINC,in collaboration
withNASA, PennStateUniversity,andLunaInnovations,hasdevelopedand
demonstratedaprototypemultiplexedsensorsystemfor airframestructureand
compatiblereal-timedamagemodelsfor on-boardcharacterizationof multipleand
synergisticfailuremodesin currentandfutureairframes.Thegoalthatdrovethese
developmentswastomonitorstructuralconditionandanalyzestructuraldegradationasit
occurs,ratherthanto detectstructuralfailures.

1.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this project was to develop a multiplexed airframe structural sensor

prototype for on-board characterization of multiple and synergistic failure modes in

current and future airframes and to demonstrate the technologies in a laboratory setting.

Specifically, the purpose of this study was to establish requirements for structural health

monitoring systems, identify and characterize a prototype structural sensor system,

develop sensor interpretation algorithms, and demonstrate the sensor systems on

operationally realistic test articles. The structural sensing system was designed to provide

data sources for ARINC's Aircraft Condition Analysis and Management System

(ACAMS), which was developed in a complementary program.

In previous work, we have shown that the implementation of advanced health monitoring

technologies will depend on (1) acceptance by operators, (2) the ability to gain approval

in the FAA certification process, and (3) compatibility with continued airworthiness

requirements (Munns, et al., 2000). With these factors in mind, a balance between a

technology development perspective and an end-use perspective was maintained

throughout the program so that the framework for acceptance, certification, and

implementation could be established.

1.2 SCOPE AND APPROACH

The scope of the study included: (1) determination of the operational constraints under

which the structural health monitoring system must perform; (2) development of a sensor

suite to provide a more comprehensive description of structural condition especially

related to known sources of structural degradation (specifically corrosion, fatigue

cracking, and stress behavior); (3) demonstration of the sensor technology in a laboratory

environment; and (4) development and validation of a dynamic model, formulated in the

state-space setting, of fatigue crack propagation in metallic materials.



In orderto achievethegoalsof theprogram,theARINCteamcompletedthefollowing
tasks:

• Establishedrequirementsfor theimplementationof structuralhealthmonitoring
systems

• Identifiedandcharacterizedaprototypestructuralsensorsystemand
demonstratedthesensorsonrealistictestarticles

• Developedandvalidatedsensorinterpretationalgorithms

Theapproachtakenfor theimplementationrequirementsanalysisincluded:(1)assessing
air carriermaintenance;and(2) identifyingandassessingimportantdegradationmodes
for agingairframestructuresthatwouldbetargetedby theSHMsystem.

Basedontheanalysisof theimplementationrequirements,astructuralsensingsystem,
madeupof multiplesensortypes,wasdeveloped,characterized,anddemonstrated.Fiber
opticsensorswerethepredominatesensorsusedfor thisstudy.Theselectedsensorswere
characterizedto (1) determinetheirsuitabilityfor detectingtheimportantdegradation
mechanisms;(2) identifymethodsto multiplexsensorsfor appropriatecoverage;and(3)
assessrequirementsfor implementationin anintegratedhealthmanagementenvironment.
Finally,theselectedsensorsweredemonstratedin structuraltestingenvironments.

A keycomponentof thestructuralhealthmonitoringcapabilityis theability to interpret
theinformationprovidedby sensorsystemin orderto characterizethestructural
condition.A noveldeterministicstate-spacefatiguegrowthmodelandstochasticmodel
thataccountsfor thestatisticalnatureof damagedevelopmentprocessesweredeveloped
to performreal-timecharacterizationandassessmentof structuralfatiguedamage.

Thestudyresultsareorganizedinto foursections:

• Section2 includesananalysisof requirementsfor theimplementationof SHM
systems

• Section3 includessensorsystemdevelopmentandbaselinecharacterization
• Section4 includessensordemonstrationandevaluation
• Section5 includessensordatainterpretation

Theconclusionsandrecommendationsarepresentedin Section6.



SECTION 2

IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Aging of aircraft structures, or the systematic degradation of structural components

resulting from exposure to the service environment was brought to attention of the

commercial transport industry as a result of 1988 Aloha Airlines 737 accident (NTSB

1988). This accident raised concerns that structures could lose their inherent fail-safety as

a result of fatigue damage or extensive corrosion. In response to this problem, the FAA

and the aircraft industry increased the frequency and requirements for periodic

inspections for older aircraft models (> 14 years of service). In addition, the damage

tolerance and durability requirements of FAR 25 (§25.571) were revised to address aging

structure issues. With the combined effects of increased inspection, more stringent

maintenance requirements, and increased aircraft utilization--along with the fact that

high-time "current generation" aircraft (e.g., 757, 767, A-300, MD-80) are moving into

the aging category--SHM capability has become more attractive for application in
commercial aviation.

In this context, this section is focused on an analysis of the requirements for integrating

an advanced SHM system into an existing air carrier maintenance program. One of the

keys to implementation of advanced SHM technologies includes the compatibility of the

SHM capability with current and emerging FAA guidelines as well as acceptance by the

air carriers and viability of utilizing the SHM system in the airline operational

environment. Therefore, we report on SHM system requirements predicated on balancing

the characteristics, attributes, capabilities, and limitations of the state of the art in sensor

technology, data analysis, and decision support technologies, with existing and projected

aircraft maintenance and safety concepts.

There are three main objectives for integrating a sensing and analysis system into aircraft
structures:

• Ensure that the component is optimally manufactured to meet all relevant

operational specifications and criteria (baseline condition assessment)

• Monitor the condition and performance of the component throughout its service
life

• Monitor the structural integrity of the component during its operational
utilization

The purpose of this section is to identify requirements for sensing, diagnostics, and

prognostics to develop and implement a health monitoring system for commercial

airframe structures. These requirements were developed based on an assessment of

operators maintenance programs and an analysis of aircraft structural degradation modes.



2.1 AIRLINE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

In order to realize the benefits that would be afforded by implementation and utilization

of SHM technologies, it was important to understand how these capabilities would be

integrated with the current maintenance infrastructure used by the airlines. The first step

in this process was to develop an understanding of the maintenance concepts that the

airlines currently use before trying to address integration of SHM technology. Once the

applicability and reliability of SHM systems has been proven, the overall acceptance by

the end user will require integration of SHM systems with existing systems and

capabilities.

In order for SHM systems to be an integral part of the operator's structural maintenance

programs, they would be required to (1) automate or improve inspections and tests; (2)

detect fault precursors so that maintenance or replacement activities can be anticipated

and scheduled; and (3) include the data collection and analysis functions associated with

maintenance program review.

Operators of commercial aircraft develop and implement maintenance and preventive

maintenance programs, not only to comply with regulations and guard against effects of

potential life-limiting defects, but also to maximize the availability of individual aircraft

(by minimizing aircraft down time) and to protect their considerable capital investment in

aircraft and equipment. The objectives of an effective maintenance program are to

accomplish the following in a cost-effective manner (ATA 1993):

• Ensure that the inherent component safety and reliability levels are realized

• Restore component safety and reliability to their inherent levels if deterioration

occurs

• Obtain information necessary for design improvement of components with

lower inherent reliability

The requirements for aircraft utilization have been steadily increasing in recent years.

Current schedules and route structures are such that aircraft could see as many as 16

hours per day of service. High utilization aircraft could approach 6000 hours in a year, a

number that has been steadily increasing over the past 10-15 years, resulting in fewer

opportunities to bring an aircraft in for maintenance (Edwards, 2000).

Although there are distinct differences in detail from airline to airline, most air carriers

adhere to similar concepts and protocols when performing maintenance on aircraft

structures. Continuous airworthiness maintenance programs are developed by the aircraft

operators and approved by the FAA. The basic elements of a continuous airworthiness

maintenance program includes the following (FAA 1980):

• Aircraft inspection, including routine inspections, servicing, and tests

performed on the aircraft at prescribed intervals

• Scheduled maintenance (i.e., maintenance tasks performed at prescribed

intervals), including replacement of life-limited items, components requiring



replacementforperiodicoverhaul,specialinspections,checksor testsfor on-
conditionitems,andlubrication

• Unscheduled maintenance (i.e., maintenance tasks generated by the inspection

and scheduled maintenance elements, pilot reports, failure analyses, or other

indications of a need for maintenance)

• Engine, propeller, and appliance repair and overhaul

• Structural inspection program and airframe overhaul

• Required inspection items (i.e., safety-critical items)

• Maintenance manuals

There has been a gradual evolution of aircraft maintenance philosophy to embrace

reliability control methods as an integral part of an approved aircraft maintenance

program (FAA 1988). This transition is evident in the three approaches to preventive

maintenance currently applied to commercial transport components--hard time, on-

condition, and condition monitored--as described in the following paragraphs.

Early (first-generation) air carrier maintenance programs were developed under the

assumption that each functional component needed periodic disassembly for inspection.

This led to the implementation of hard time maintenance processes, where components

are removed from service when they reach a predetermined service parameter (e.g., flight

hours, flight cycles, or calendar time).

However, the majority of aircraft components do not exhibit old-age wear-out that would

be conducive to hard time maintenance. The principal reliability pattern for complex

aircraft systems is high initial failure rates, followed by random incidence of failure

throughout the remaining life (Edwards 2000). Replacing such components at a

prescribed age actually reduces overall reliability because the poor initial reliability is

introduced more often. This led to the implementation of on-condition maintenance

processes, where periodic visual inspection, measurements, tests or other means of

verification are used to establish component condition without disassembly, inspection, or
overhaul.

Finally, the industry and regulatory authorities developed methods to establish

maintenance program requirements by tracking component failure rates and maintaining

an acceptable level of reliability. Reliability methods identified components that respond

to neither hard time nor on-condition approaches. This led to the implementation of

condition monitoring maintenance processes, where component performance is

monitored and analyzed, but no formal services or inspections are scheduled, a

Airline maintenance programs include all three maintenance approaches as appropriate.

SHM systems could provide benefit to the operators in each of the maintenance scenarios

a This definition of condition monitoring differs from the definition traditionally used in nondestructive
evaluation or process controls. The traditional definition implies that parameters that would provide
evidence of impending failure events are monitored. For the current definition performance relative to an
alert value indicating failure is monitored.



describedabove.First,hardtimecomponentscouldbeconvertedto oneof thereliability-
basedapproachesby identifyingfaultsthatareprecursorsto failureandmonitoringthe
componentsusingaSHMsystem.Second,SHMsystemscouldbeusedto automatethe
inspection,measurements,andtestsfor on-conditioncomponents.Finally,SHMsystems
couldbeusedto detecttheprecursorsto failurefor condition-monitoredcomponentsso
thatmaintenanceorreplacementactivitiescouldbeanticipatedandscheduled.

Maintenancetasksaredevelopedandimplementedfor individualcomponentsby
componentmanufacturersandoperatorsbasedondetailedanalysesof component
performance,potentialfailuremodesandconsequences,andreliabilityof similar
componentsin service.Theapproachesusedby air carriersto identifymaintenancetasks
areoutlinedin thefollowingsections.

2.1.1 New Aircraft Models (MSG Process)

Operators recommend initial maintenance tasks for new aircraft based on a detailed

analysis approach (ATA 1993). Each major subsystem is considered by a maintenance

steering group (MSG), which consists of senior maintenance engineers from each carrier

that will operate the aircraft type, as well as representatives of the manufacturer and the

FAA. The MSG identifies significant maintenance tasks in critical systems using a

rigorous evaluation process that includes the following general steps:

• Identify subsystem function

• Predict potential failure modes based on analysis or experience with similar

designs

• Analyze the failure modes using an established logic that considers

consequences of failure (e.g., affects safety, undetectable, operational impact,

economic impact)

• Write maintenance tasks and intervals based on the above assessment (e.g.,

lube/service, crew monitoring, operational check, inspection/functional check,

remove and restore, or remove and discard)

Structural designs are evaluated to identify potential structural failure processes, assess

the ability to detect indications of each failure mechanism, and determine the potential

consequences of each failure event (or multiple events acting simultaneously). Inspection,

maintenance, and modification tasks for structures are developed based on the results of

these analyses.

Once the MSG has identified the maintenance tasks, individual carriers add to or modify

the tasks for their operations to develop a maintenance list. At the same time, the

manufacturer develops a maintenance manual, which includes structural airworthiness

limitations, certification maintenance requirements (CMR) b, and servicing and lubrication

b CMRs are required periodic tasks that are established during airworthiness certification as operating
limitations of the type certificate.



requirements.Basedontheirmaintenancemanual,themanufacturersdevelop
maintenanceprocessdata(MPD)andmaintenancetaskcards.Theair carriersusethese
resourcesto developtheirmaintenanceprogram.

2.1.2 Maintenance Program Implementation

Once maintenance tasks and intervals have been established, the air carrier must develop

an implementation plan, consistent with their operations and capabilities, to accomplish

scheduled maintenance tasks for each aircraft. In addition, the maintenance program must

have mechanisms to accomplish unscheduled maintenance so problems that arise out of

sequence with scheduled maintenance can be dealt with. The goals of an effective SHM

system are to anticipate required actions for scheduled maintenance visits and to save the

operators maintenance costs by reducing unscheduled maintenance actions.

2.1.2.1 Scheduled Maintenance

A typical maintenance program has a series of scheduled maintenance "checks," where

maintenance tasks are grouped so that they can be accomplished with minimal downtime.

The checks for a typical maintenance program are shown in Table 2-1. There are a

number of approaches to implementing inspection and maintenance intervals that comply

with manufacturers' suggestions and are complementary with the carriers' operations.

The following are examples of approaches to organizing maintenance tasks into checks

(Ake 2000):

• Block program - the aircraft is divided into inspection areas (zones) or systems

and all of the A-level or C-level checks are accomplished at an appropriate visit.

• Segmented program - each check interval is broken up into subintervals. For

example, instead of performing one large A-check at 4000 hours, the carrier can

perform 4 smaller checks at 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 hours. Either way, the

required work is done within the specified time.

• Phased program - similar to a segmented program except that all A-level

segments are completed within each B-level increment, and similarly for

higher-level checks.

• Continuous maintenance visits (CMV) program - individual tasks are assigned

an initial check and a prescribed interval. For example a task might start at the

second C-check (C2) and be repeated at every third C-check from then on (3C

interval).

The FAA does not prescribe how the operators must organize their tasks, so an acceptable

maintenance program could be organized using any of these methods or by combining the
methods.

Table 2 -1. Typical Airline Scheduled Maintenance and Service Plan
When Service is Performed Type of Service Performed Impact on Airline Service
Prior to each flight "Walk-around" - visual check of aircraft None

exterior and engines for damage, and
leakage



Every2-7days

Every25-40days

Every45-75days

Every12-15months

Every2-5years(depending
onusageormandatory
inspection/modification
requirements)

Servicecheck(linemaintenance
opportunity)- serviceconsumables
(engineoils,hydraulicfluids,oxygen)
andtireandbrakewear
A-checks(linemaintenancecheck)-
detailedcheckofaircraftandengine
interior,serviceandlubricationof
systems(e.g.,ignition,generators,
cabin,airconditioning,hydraulics,
structures,andlandinggear)
B-checks(packagedA-checks)- torque
tests,internalchecks,andflightcontrols
C-checks(basemaintenancevisit)-
detailedinspectionandrepairof
enginesandsystems
Heavymaintenancevisit(or
maintenanceprogramvisit)- corrosion
protectionandcontrolprogramand
structuralinspections/modifications

Overnightlayover

Overnightlayover

Overnightlayover

Outofservice3-5days

Outofserviceupto30
days

Source:BasedonNewMaterialsforNext-GenerationCommercialTransports,NMAB-476,
NationalResearchCouncil,Washington,DC:NationalAcademyPress(1996).

2.1.2.2 UnscheduledMaintenance

Unscheduled corrective maintenance is usually performed when damage, defects, or

degradation are discovered during operational inspections and checks by aircrew,

maintenance, or support personnel (e.g., pre- and post-flight inspections and service

checks). In most cases, the problem will be immediately corrected under an engineering

order or action. Such unscheduled corrective maintenance activities are normally

accomplished by air carder or contractor maintenance technicians following the

calibration, repair, and overhaul procedures published in the airline maintenance manual,

aircraft structural repair manuals, and work cards. Whenever possible, minor maintenance

and repairs are performed on the flight line (i.e, without returning the aircraft or

component to the maintenance shops). Unscheduled maintenance requirements always

have the potential to cause costly departure delays.

2.1.3 Program Review and Reliability Tracking

Commercial operators establish and maintain continuous monitoring and surveillance

programs to ensure that inspection and maintenance programs are, and continue to be,

effective. The requirement to establish and maintain a continuous monitoring and

surveillance program effectively establishes a quality control or internal audit function to

assure that everyone involved in the inspection and maintenance program is in

compliance with the operator's manuals and applicable regulations.

Reliability-based maintenance programs allow inspection and maintenance intervals and

methods to be set (and modified) based on demonstrated reliability (FAA 1988).

Typically, operators track the mean time to unit failure to identify reliability trends. These



dataareusedto upgradethemaintenanceprogramandto identifydesignflawsthat
shouldbeaddressedby themanufacturer.

SHMsystemscouldbeanintegralpartof anairline'smonitoringandsurveillanceand
reliabilitytrackingprograms.In orderto integrateSHMwith theseactivities,thesystem
wouldneedto includethedatacollectionandanalysisfunctionsassociatedwithstructural
maintenanceprogramreviewandaugmentaircarrierFlightOperationsQuality
Assurance(FOQA)programs.

2.2 STRUCTURAL DEGRADATION MODES

In order to provide the benefits to the air carriers' structural maintenance programs as

described in the previous subsection, the SHM system must have the following

capabilities:

• Detecting structural deterioration or damage that could affect structural integrity

• Determining the location and then characterizing the extent and severity of
these undesirable conditions

• Assessing the adverse effect of these conditions on the performance of the
structure

• Initiating mitigating or corrective actions to restore the structure to airworthy
condition

An understanding of potential damage mechanisms, structural design criteria and fail-safe

features, and structural maintenance philosophy is needed in order to assess the efficacy

of sensor-based system to effectively monitor structural condition. This section describes

important structural degradation modes considered in commercial transport aircraft and

sensing strategies that would allow a SHM system to detect and characterize structural

degradation. This review of aging mechanisms considered most of the common airframe

materials, including aluminum, steel, and composites, but was primarily concerned with

aluminum airframe structure, which has received the bulk of the attention from the aging

aircraft community. Materials and constructions for aircraft engine structures are not

considered in this report.

Three principal degradation modes--accidental damage, environmental deterioration

(such as corrosion), and fatigue damage--are considered in developing structural

inspection and maintenance tasks. These three modes (and combinations thereof) are

inclusive of virtually all of the degradation mechanisms observed for aircraft structure.

The majority of structural components in large commercial transport aircraft and most

large military aircraft are designed to be fail-safe, relying on multiple, redundant load

paths or crack arrest features to preclude catastrophic failures in the event of fatigue,

corrosion, manufacturing defects, or accidental damage. Fuselage structural design

provides an example of how the fail-safe design philosophy has been used to provide

damage tolerance in a fatigue environment (Johnston and Helm 1998). These structures

are typically constructed of thin, ductile aluminum alloys (e.g., 2024-T3), where the skin
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thicknessvariesfrom about0.036inchesto 0.08inchesdependingonaircrafttypeand
size.Thefuselageisbuilt up fromaluminumalloysheetsconnectedbyrivetedlap-splice
joints withcircumferentialtearstraps,usuallyahigherstrengthaluminumalloy(e.g.,
7075-T6),rivetedto theinsideof thefuselageto preventasinglecrackfrompropagating
acrossmultipleframes.Thecombinationof theductileskinandthetearstrapsmakethe
aircraftfuselagestructureextremelytolerantof damagein thepresenceof asinglelong
crack.If asinglelongcrackwereto developin thefuselage(througheitheraccumulation
of fatiguedamageoradiscretesourcedamage),thetearstrapswouldcausethecrackto
turnandallowtheaircraftto decompressin acontrolledmanner.Thedamage-tolerant
natureof theconstructionenablesthestructureto maintainsufficientresidualstrengthin
thepresenceof a longcrackto allowthecracktobedetectedbeforereachingcriticalsize.

In somecases,fail-saferequirementsareimpracticalfor specificcomponents.In these
cases,FAR25requiresthatsafe-lifeanalysesbeperformed.Thisstructuremustbeshown
by analysis,supportedbytestevidence,tobeabletowithstandtheoperationalcycles
withoutdetectablecracks.

2.2.1 Fatigue

There are two primary types of fatigue observed for metallic structures on commercial

aircraft--low-cycle fatigue (e.g., from flight maneuver and gust loading) and high cycle

fatigue (e.g., from vibratory excitation from aerodynamic, mechanical, or acoustic

sources) (NRC 1997).

2.2.1.1 Crack Growth

Monitoring of low-cycle fatigue (LCF) cracking from pre-existing flaws or defects has

been part of the inspection and maintenance regimen for many years. Commercial aircraft

structures are designed assuming that the maximum probable sized flaw or defect is

located in the most critical area of the structure. Critical areas are generally identified

during airframe full-scale fatigue tests or by comparison with similar designs. Safety

limits are calculated as the time for a crack to grow from the assumed initial flaw size to

the critical size leading to rapid fracture. Therefore, inspections are required to identify
and track cracks.

Under given initial design operating conditions, stress levels and materials are selected so

that the safety limits will not be reached within the life of the airframe. However,

operations outside the intended flight envelop or beyond the intended service life could

lead to increases in the number of critical areas and could increase the possibility that

fatigue cracking will not be detected. Fatigue damage must be detected and monitored so

repairs can be made before the crack reaches critical length. If cracks are found that are

below critical size, inspection intervals are shortened to ensure that needed repairs can be

made before the crack approaches critical length.

The vigilance and added cost required to track fatigue-critical areas and perform

inspections and maintenance are particularly burdensome for single-load-path structures
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(e.g.,rotorcraftandmilitaryfighters).Therearecurrentlynoeffectivemeans(shortof full
scalefatiguetesting)to identifynewcriticalareasastheydevelopasaresultof usage.

Failurefromfatiguecrackgrowthfromaninitial materialflaw isof lesserconcernin
largetransportsbecausethemajorityof thestructureshavebeendesignedtobe fail-safe.
However,fatiguedamagemustbedetectedandmonitoredsorepairscanbemadebefore
thecrackreachescriticallength.

Basedonthestructuraldesignandmaintenanceconsiderationsdescribedabove,the
requiredapproachformonitoringfatiguecrackgrowthis to (1)detectthepresenceof
subcriticalfatiguecracks,(2) isolateandcharacterizethedamage,and(3)monitorthe
crackgrowth.TheSHMsystemmustbeabletopredictwhenthecrackwill belikely to
reachcriticallengthandinitiatemaintenancebeforethecrackbecomescritical.

2.2.1.2 Widespread Fatigue Damage

Although fail-safe structure is designed to tolerate fatigue damage, widespread fatigue

damage (WFD) can compromise fail-safe structural design features. Widespread fatigue

damage is the simultaneous presence of small cracks initiating from normal quality

structural details. WFD can exist as multiple site damage, where cracks are present in the

same structural element, or multiple element damage, where cracks are present in

adjacent structural elements. In the case of a fuselage lap splice, small cracks developing

at multiple rivet holes in a lap-splice joint might prevent the tear straps from turning the

crack, compromising their damage tolerance.

To maintain airworthiness in fail-safe structure, the onset of WFD must be avoided. The

onset of WFD is defined as the point in time when cracks are of sufficient size and

density to cause the residual strength of the structure to degrade to where it will no longer

sustain the required loads in the event of a primary load-path failure or a large partial

damage incident (NRC 1997).

Areas of commercial aircraft fuselage structure that have been found to be susceptible to

WFD include (Hidano and Goranson 1995):

• longitudinal skin joints, frames, and tear straps

• circumferential joints and stringers

• frames

• aft pressure dome outer ring and dome web splices

• other pressure bulkhead attachments to skin and web attachment to stiffener and

pressure decks

• stringer-to-frame attachments

• window surround structure

• over-wing fuselage attachments

• latches and hinges ofnonplug doors

• skin at runout of large doublers
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Wingandempennagestructurethathavebeenfoundtobesusceptibleto WFD include
(HidanoandGoranson1995):

• skinatrunoutof largedoublers
• chordwisespices
• rib-to-skinattachments
• stringerrunoutattankendribs

ManagingWFDrequirespredictingtheonsetof WFDin anaccurateandtimelymanner.
Thisinvolvesthepredictionof initiationandgrowthof smallfatiguecracks(or the
interpretationof full-scalefatiguetestdataandservicefatiguedata),thepredictionof fail-
saferesidualstrength,andtheevaluationof thepotentialeffectsof environmentally
inducedcorrosiononcrackinitiationandgrowthandresidualstrength.A numberof
modelsandanalyseshavebeendevelopedto assessWFD(Harrisetal. 1996).

TheSHMsystemmustbecapableof detectingcrackinitiationorsmallcrackpropagation
to effectivelymonitormaterialsdegradationfromWFD.Candidatesensorswould(1)
identifywhenafatiguecrackhasinitiatedorwhenanexistingcrackgrows,and(2)
monitordamagedevelopment.Monitoringstructuresfor WFDwill requiredevelopment
andimplementationof techniquesto rapidlydetectsmallfatiguecracksoverlargeareas
of thestructureprior to theonsetof WFD.Requiredcapabilitiesincludemethodsto
detectsecond-or inner-layercracks,methodsto detecthiddencorrosionthatcouldleadto
theinitiationof cracks,andanalyticmethodsfor assesssingthefail-saferesidualstrength
ofmonitoredstructures.Inspectionfor WFDisparticularlydifficult becausethecrack
sizesthatcansignificantlydegradestrengthcanbeassmallaslmm (dependingonalloy
typeandstructuraldesign)andtherearemanysusceptiblestructuraldetailstomonitor.

2.2.1.3 High Cycle Fatigue

High-cycle fatigue (HCF), resulting from exposure to high-frequency load cycles from

aerodynamic, mechanical, and acoustic sources, is generally handled during initial design

for airframes of commercial aircraft, but can represent a serious threat to structural

integrity. The amplitude of HCF load cycles is lower than operation load cycles, but the

high frequency can lead to significant damage in very short times. HCF conditions can

lead to crack initiation in unflawed structure or rapid propagation from even very small
initial flaws.

Even though excitations that could result in HCF are generally identified and corrected

during initial design and structural testing, changes in (1) the response of the structure

(e.g., due to wear, corrosion, loose fasteners, repairs, and LCF crack growth) or (2)

operational environment of the aircraft could lead to HCF in service. Because of the

nature of HCF damage, the only workable strategy to monitor structural health is to sense

the conditions for HCF and effect repairs to avoid crack initiation and growth.
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2.2.2 Environmental Damage

The predominant environmental damage mechanism for metallic structures is corrosion.

The main concern with corrosion of metallic airframes is that, if left undetected, the

potential for synergy with other degradation mechanisms that could, in turn, lead to

structural failure. For this reason, significant effort and expense is focused on the

inspection and repair of corrosion damage, especially for hidden corrosion located in

inaccessible areas (NRC, 1997). There are a wide variety of corrosion types that routinely

occur in aircraft structures: uniform (or general) corrosion, galvanic corrosion, pitting

corrosion, fretting corrosion, crevice (filiform and faying surface) corrosion, intergranular

(including exfoliation) corrosion, and stress corrosion. The different types of corrosion

can have very different characteristics and consequences, making detection and

assessment very complicated. Though nondestructive evaluation for corrosion detection is

becoming available, corrosion is still often detected using visual inspection methods.

Unfortunately, visual inspection has been shown to have inconsistent reliability, even

with experienced inspectors (Spencer, 1996). This means that corrosion can remain

undetected, especially for internal or inaccessible structures. Because of the difficulty in

detecting and characterizing corrosion, the commercial airline industry has elected to

manage corrosion primarily through prevention and control.

The commercial aircraft industry has developed corrosion prevention and control plans

for each specific airplane type. In developing these plans, the industry established

standards to assess corrosion severity, ranging from Level I, where corrosion can be

repaired with no structural consequences, to Level III, where corrosion presents a major

or systematic threat to airworthiness. An example of corrosion severity standards

(Boeing, 1994) is provided below:
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!_ gp_e{i_ that ig 1_eala_ d eafib _-work_d/blend_ d_ ithifi _ll O_abl_

manu faC{_e or (3)¢6_si6n d_agethat_ xc _ d all _NaN li_ an d e_nb

i nspe_fi_ nan d_ umulati)e bl en d6 utn ow ex ceed allaN _bl_ _imi{

e_d H eorr0_i0_f*)C0 =Osi_n 0e¢urri_gb etwee suc¢e_8i_e inspe¢_i__s
{hat f_q_!reS si_gIe fe w0f_bIend 0mwhi_he_eeedsall6_able li

P rin CiPals {ru_rural ele mere d_fi_ _db g_he 0figirl aI _q_ipm_

manufacture s{ru_I repairmanuali _ fh_f_mct _elisfedi_i_ hamelin
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Theintentof corrosionpreventionandcontrolplansis to ensurethatcorrosionwill notbe
allowedto progressto thepointwhereit will beathreatto structuralsafety(e.g.,no
greaterthanlevel I) andto reduceoperator'smaintenancecosts.Corrosionthatis foundis
exposed,repaired,andcorrosionpreventioncoatingsorcompoundsarereapplied.

Stresscorrosioncracking(SCC)is anenvironmentallyinduced,sustained-stresscracking
mechanism.SCCismostcommonlyfoundin componentsfabricatedfromforgingsand
machinedplateof high-strengthsteelandaluminumalloysin high-strengthtempers(e.g.,
7075-T6and2024-T3).SCCis sensitiveto residualtensilestressesfromheattreatment
or fit-up,butcanalsoresultfrom operatingloads.If SCCoccurs,componentsareusually
verydifficult andcostlyto replace(e.g.,largestructuralforgings),sotheemphasishas
beenonprecludingSCCthroughcorrosionpreventionandcontrolasdescribedabove.
Generally,componentsthataresusceptibleto SCChavebeenidentifiedthroughanalysis
orservicerecords.As with LCFcrackgrowth,SCCisof lesserconcernfor fail-safe
structuresthanfor safe-lifestructures.

Thestrategyfor monitoringfor corrosiondamageusingSHMtechnologyis to focuson
earlydetectionof incipientcorrosionor,preferably,detectionof whenthecorrosion
preventionschemehasfailed.Candidatesensorswould(1) identifywhencorrosion
protectionhasbrokendownto apointwheremoisturecanintrude,and(2) identifythe
presenceof corrosionby detectingcorrosionproducts.Thismonitoringapproachhastwo
objectives.Thefirst objectiveis to identifyandcorrectcorrosiondamagebeforeit
becomesathreatto structuralintegrity.Thesecondobjectiveis to enableinspectionfor
hiddencorrosionwithoutunnecessarilydisturbingintactstructure.

2.2.3 Accidental Damage

Accidental damage is the one structural degradation mechanism that is not considered to

be an aging mechanism. This damage could be result of unexpectedly severe operating

conditions, operations and maintenance handling, or thermal and environmental exposure.

Examples of some of the rare events that could lead to accidental damage include:

• Unexpected flight or maneuver loads

• Overload from actuation system failures

• Lightning attachment
• Bird strikes

• Hail or foreign object impacts

• Damage from in-flight failure of other components

• Ramp and maintenance damage
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An integratedSHMsystemwill berequiredtoincludeasensingapproachto monitorfor
discretedamageincidentsandto triggertheappropriatesensorstocharacterizetheextent
of damagein caseaneventis detected.Becausethisprogramfocusedondetectionand
characterizationof structuralagingmechanisms,accidentaldamagewasnot
systematicallyaddressed.

2.3 INTEGRATION AND UTILIZATION CONSIDERATIONS

Integration and utilization of a SHM system for commercial aircraft structures will be

dependent upon the ability of the SHM system to reliably detect and isolate the faults

associated with aging degradation mechanisms. As previously discussed in this section,

the importance of integration of the SHM system into existing maintenance programs is

also key due to requirements for acceptance by the FAA and economic viability of

technology insertion.

The air carriers already have rigorous series of mandated inspections that are periodically

performed either through teardown and visual inspection, or via automated

nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques. In order for an in situ SHM to be accepted

by the FAA and the air carriers, it will be essential to demonstrate that the SHM

technology provides at least equivalent detection capability as current ground-based NDE

techniques. Further, the air carriers are likely to critically analyze the economic viability

and return-on-investment of insertion of advanced SHM technologies into their

maintenance processes prior to committing to implementation.

Conventional NDE techniques are usually ground-based, implying that they are used

during the periodic maintenance checks described earlier in this section and are

impractical for in situ health monitoring. Further, because of the localized nature of most

NDE technologies, they generally require a priori knowledge of where damage is most

likely to occur and require a direct line of sight to damaged regions. Damage deep below

the surface of the structural is frequently beyond the detection capability of most NDE

techniques.

SHM differs from conventional NDE in that it is concerned with the overall health of the

structure and therefore represents a broader and more ambitious set of goals. Most

notably, SHM seeks to perform in situ, nearly continuous monitoring and analysis of

structures during flight. As discussed earlier in this section, there are multiple degradation

modes that can react alone or in combination to degrade the condition of the aircraft

structure. These factors, together, suggest that a multi-variant sensor suite consisting of

non-intrusive, low-power, low-weight distributed sensor systems and processors are

required for analysis. In addition, the sensors should lend themselves to be massively

multiplexed, and environmentally rugged for in-flight operation. Distributed fiber optic

sensing systems have the potential to address each of these integration requirements.

Properly integrating and configuring SHM architectures is a challenging task. The natural

inclination is to employ designs that rely on using the maximum possible number of

sensor devices without considering important issues such as sensor fidelity and reliability,
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signalcollectionanddistributionefficiency,andinformationprocessingandanalysis
capacity.However,thisstrategymaynotbejustifiablefrom eithertheoperationalorcost-
benefitperspectives(KentandMurphy2000).Consequently,adisciplinedsystems
engineeringapproachto developasystemthatselectivelymonitorscriticalstructuresand
optimizessensorplacementis neededto developtherequirementsfor a SHMsystemthat
couldbeimplementedfor commercialtransports.

Thepracticalconstraintsonvolume,weight,sensorresponsetime,andcapacity,balanced
with economicviabilityof integration,ultimatelydrivethesizeandconfigurationof the
SHMsystem.Specifically,thismeansthatthetype,number,location,anddistributionof
individualsensorelementsarepracticallylimited.Thoughthespecificsensor
configurationanddistributionwill bespecificto theparticularaircraftconfiguration(e.g.,
make/model),componentdesign,andindividualusermaintenancesupportconcept;our
previousresearchhasindicatedthateconomicviabilityof implementationof aSHM
systemwill drivethesensorplacementtobeoptimallylocatedonlywithinregionsof the
aircraftwherecurrentinspectionsaretedious,labor-intensive,or otherwisecostly(Kent
andMurphy,2000).

As theintegratedstructuresundergorepair,in ordertomaintainthesamelevelof internal
interrogation(i.e.,statisticallyidenticalprobabilityof detection),maintenanceprocedures
mustbeincorporatedwhichallowsfor sensorrepair,replacement,oralternatively,off-
equipmentinspection.

Muchof therecentresearchanddevelopmentof "SHM systems"hasfocusedonsensor
anddemodulationelectronics.However,thesensorsuiteusedfor dataacquisitiononly
providesthefront-endof theanalysisnecessaryfor comprehensivehealthmonitoring.It
is imperativeto translatetherawsensordatato thephysicalbehaviorof thestructurethat
mapsto afaultcondition.Ideally,thesourcesresidentin themulti-variantsensorsuite
wouldbeanalyzedinnearreal-timetomapthesensorstateto thephysicalstateor
conditionof thematerial.Thephysicalparametersinmaterial-spacewouldthenbe
accumulatedto mutuallyreinforceordenytheexistenceof identifiedpossiblefault
characteristicsof thestructure.Thislatteranalysisis thesubjectof ARINC'sACAMS
processingmodelsandalgorithmsperformedunderacomplementaryprogram(ARINC
2001).

2.4 DISCUSSION

The purpose of introducing SHM into commercial transports is to improve the

effectiveness of the operators' continued airworthiness programs while, at the same time,

reducing the overall maintenance support cost. The ultimate consideration for assessing

the effect of SHM systems on continued airworthiness will be their potential to improve

scheduled maintenance programs and reduce unscheduled maintenance actions. SHM

systems could be an important factor in improving the effectiveness of inspection and

maintenance programs and enabling on-condition maintenance.
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Detection,location,andcharacterizationof structuraldegradationarethekeysto SHM.
Forexample,sincemostinternaldamage,especiallyfatigue-relateddamage,occurs
incrementallyoverrelativelysmallspatialscales,globalmanifestationsof damagemay
notbedetectableby traditionalinspectionandmonitoringtechniquesuntil wellafterthe
damagehasreachedacriticalstatethatcompromisesthefunctionalorphysicalintegrity
of thestructure.Forthisreason,SHMsystemsmustsensedamagedefectswithextremely
smallsignaturesrelativetotheglobalresponseof thestructure.

Becauseof themyriadof structuraldamagemechanismsdescribedabove,anarrayof
multiplesensortypeswill likelyberequiredto effectivelymonitortherangeof damage
events,corrosionandenvironmentaldeterioration,andfatigue.Forexample,an
aluminumsplicejoint couldhavemoisture,corrosionproduct,andpHsensorelements
distributedadjacentto thesplicejoint to monitorcorrosion;strainsensorsalongrowsof
fastenersandin-planeacousticemissionsensorsto detectfatiguecrackingeventsand
monitorcrackgrowth;andstrain;andout-of-planeacousticemissionsensorsto detect
discretedamageevents.

As will bedescribedin Section3of thisreport,oneof thefocusareasof thisprojectwas
onsensorsto detectagingmechanismsformetallicairframestructures(i.e.,fatigueand
corrosion).Althoughnotaddressedin thisprogram,detectionof accidentaldamageand
environmentaldeteriorationof compositeandbondedstructureswill alsobeimportantto
thedevelopmentof comprehensiveSHMcapability.
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SECTION 3
SENSOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND BASELINE CHARACTERIZATION

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The initial step in the development of structural health monitoring capability was to

investigate the viability of using a combination of existing sensors and available

information for structural condition assessment. A sensing approach, based on the

potential damage mechanisms, component design criteria, and operators' maintenance

practices, was developed to monitor selected aircraft structures. It was determined that

multiple types of structural sensors were needed to detect the indications of degradation

described in the previous section. In some cases, where no existing adequate sensors were

identified that could to meet the requirements for a comprehensive SHM strategy, new

sensors and sensor systems were developed and characterized. This section describes the

sensor approach, sensor development, and the baseline sensor characterization that was

completed during this program. Each sensor type (including those currently available and

those developed under this program) is described in relation to detection of the specific

structural damage mechanisms for which it is intended.

For the most part, this program focused on fiber optic sensors. These sensors are

attractive for the SHM application because of their small size and the ability to multiplex

sensor elements. In addition, fiber optic sensor systems are not likely to interfere with

adjacent flight systems and are not susceptible to electromagnetic interference effects.

Optical fiber systems have been developed during the past twenty-five years for

applications in long-distance, high-speed digital information communication. Sensors

using optical fiber technology have been developed over the past fifteen years for

applications in the characterization of materials and structures, civil structures, industrial

process control, and biomedical systems (Murphy et al. 1991; Claus et al. 1992).

In an optical fiber, injected light is guided by a dielectric cylindrical core surrounded by a

dielectric cladding, (see Figure 3-1). Light is transmitted as a field down the fiber, which

acts as a waveguide, with energy mostly confined in the core, but with an evanescent field

that extends into the cladding. If the incident angle, 0i, exceeds a critical angle, 0c, the

light energy starts to be attenuated in the cladding. Electric field continuity across the

core/cladding interface, particularly in step-index fibers, dictates the allowable modes in a

given fiber. This project was performed with single-mode fibers, which carry only a

narrow range of wavelengths, with the rest attenuated in the cladding (Jones 1996).
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Figure3-1.Schematicrepresentationof anopticalfiber
waveguide.Source:Stroman1991.

3.1 FATIGUE SENSING

As described in Section 2, the structural health monitoring system must be capable of

detecting crack initiation or initial crack propagation in order to effectively monitor

materials degradation from fatigue. Monitoring structures for WFD will require

development and implementation of techniques to rapidly detect small fatigue cracks over

large areas of the structure prior to the onset of WFD. Inspection for WFD is particularly

difficult because the crack sizes that can significantly degrade strength can be as small as

lmm (depending on alloy type and structural design) and because of the many susceptible
structural details to monitor.

The focus of fatigue sensing in this program was on Bragg grating strain sensors

(Froggatt et al. 2001; Froggatt and Moore 1998) and fiber-optic strain and acoustic

emission sensors based on extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometry (EFPI) (Poland et al.

1994). Developmental acoustic emission sensors were considered for detecting crack

initiation and short crack growth. EFPI fiber-optic strain gage sensors and Bragg grating

strain sensors were investigated for monitoring subsequent crack growth and

representative strains.

3.1.1 Bragg Grating Sensors

NASA has developed a fiber-optic sensing system that uses optical frequency-domain

reflectometry to measure the wavelength of light reflected from many (hundreds or

thousands) of low reflectivity Bragg gratings distributed along single mode fibers

(Childers et al. 2001). If the Bragg gratings are attached to a structure the shift in

measured wavelength can be used to infer the elongation attributable to thermal

expansion or applied strain.

NASA's distributed fiber optic sensing system consisted of a laser diode source, a four-

channel optical network, detectors, and a desktop computer for data acquisition. The laser

diode was a continuously tunable, mode-hop free, external cavity design found in the

telecommunications industry. The laser was tuned in a 12 nm range centered about 1550
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nm.Thetotal laserpowerwasapproximately5mWwithapproximately1.0mW
transmittedto eachchannel.

Thefibershavealargenumberof Bragggratingsetchedatregularintervalsinto thefiber
corewitha246nmUV laserusingatwo-beaminterferometer.Therawsignalfor each
fiber includesspectrafor all of thegratingsonthatfiber.Becausethespectrumfor each
gratingis modulatedby asignalwithauniquefrequencythatisaresultof thegrating's
position,eachgratingcanbeviewedindependently.Theindividualspectrumcanbe
extractedbybandpassfilteringaroundaspecificfrequencyusingfastFourier
transformation(Childersetal.2001).Strainis inferredfromthechangeinwavelengthof
thecentroidof thegratingspectrumwith respectto aninitial (zeroorbaseline)value.

Theprimarybenefitof thedistributedBragggratingsystemis theability to achievehigh-
densitysensorplacementat alow sensorcost.

3.1.2 EFPI Sensors

Extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometry (EFPI) is a versatile technique for a variety of fiber-

optic sensor applications. EFPI-based sensors use a distance measurement technique

based on the formation of a low-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity between the polished end face

of a fiber and a reflective surface, shown schematically in Figure 3-2. A portion of the

incident light (determined by the difference between the index of refraction of air and the

fiber) is reflected at the fiber/air interface (RI). The remaining light propagates through

the optical path between the fiber and the reflective surface and is reflected back into the

fiber (R2). The optical path length is the physical gap between the end of the fiber and the

reflective surface multiplied by the index of refraction of the material in the gap. These

two reflected waves interfere constructively or destructively based on their wavelength

and the optical path length difference; that is, the interaction between the two light waves

in the Fabry-Perot cavity is modulated by a change in the gap distance or change in

refractive index of the material in the gap. The resulting light signal then travels back

through the fiber to a detector where the signal is converted into an electrical signal and

then demodulated to produce a distance measurement.

Fabry-Per0t Fiber
Cavity

R
2

_R effective
Surface

Face

Figure 3-2. Extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer

concept.
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Thedemodulationof thesignalsfrom anEFPIcavitycanbeperformedwithavarietyof
methods.Intensity-basedinterferometricandspectralinterrogationmethodsaredescribed
in thisreport.

An intensity-basedinterferometricdemodulationsystemusingsinglewavelength
interrogationis shownin Figure3-3.A laserdiodesuppliescoherentlight to thesensor
headandthereflectedlight is detectedatthesecondlegof theopticalfibercoupler.The
outputcanthenbeapproximatedasalow-finesseFabry-Perotcavityin whichthe
intensityatthedetectoris,

= = A12 + A22 +2A1A 2 cosA 0I r IA1 + A212

if A1 and A2 are the amplitudes of R1 and R2 and AS is the phase difference between them.

The output is sinusoidal, with a peak-to-peak amplitude and offset that depends on the

relative intensities of A1 and A2, as depicted in Figure 3-4. The drop in detector intensity

is due to the decrease in coupled power from the sensing reflection as it travels farther

away from the single-mode input/output fiber. Minute displacements can be characterized

by tracking the output signal. The disadvantage of this type of demodulation system is the

non-linear transfer function and directional ambiguity of the sinusoidal output. For

example, if gap changes occur at a peak or valley in the sinusoidal signal (e.g. at

re, 2re, 3re.... ) they will not be detected because the slope of the transfer function is zero

at those points. The sensitivity of the system correspondingly decreases at points near

multiples of re. One approach to solving these problems is to design the sensor head so

that at the maximum gap the signal does not exceed the linear region of the transfer

function. However, confining operation to the linear region places difficult manufacturing

constraints on the sensor head by requiring the initial gap to be positioned at the Q-point

of the transfer function curve. Also, the resolution and accuracy are limited when the

signal output is confined to the linear region.

Laser

Coupler Single-mode Fiber

Pressure Gage

Detector

5 :_ 10 i5 20

Diaphragm Discplacment (microns)

Figure 3-3. Intensity-based interferometric demodulation system using single
wavelength interrogation. Source: Murphy et al. 1991.
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Figure 3-4. Output of an intensity-based interferometric signal

over a period.

One approach to solving the non-linear transfer function and directional ambiguity

problems of intensity-based signal demodulation is white light interferometry (Dakin and

Culshaw 1988). White-light interferometry is an optical cross-correlation technique

capable of very accurately determining the path imbalance between two arms of an

interferometer (Zuliani et al. 1991). For the case of the EFPI sensor, white-light

interferometric techniques provide the exact optical path length between the fiber

endfaces that form the Fabry-Perot cavity. The configuration of the absolute EFPI system

is shown in Figure 3-5. The white light source is transmitted to the sensor where it is

modulated by the Fabry-Perot cavity. The modulated spectra is then physically split into

its component wavelengths by a diffraction grating, which is measured by a charged-

coupled device (CCD) array.

Broadband Source

Diffraction

Grating

lx2 Coupler

___ _f EFPI Sensor Head
I Computer

CCD Camera

Figure 3-5. Spectral interferometric sensing system.

A representation of the spectral interrogation method is shown in Figure 3-6. An optical

path length is calculated from the spectra using a Luna Innovations-proprietary algorithm,

which includes an FFT that transforms the signal from a wavelength domain to a gap

domain. The location of the maximum of the main peak is the absolute optical gap of the

EFPI cavity.
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Figure 3-6. Depiction of spectral interrogation system method.

Spectral interrogation has become the preferred method for demodulation of EFPI

sensors, and is the type of demodulation system that is primarily used in this study, c The

determination of absolute gap removes the ambiguity typical of intensity based

demodulation. Also, the system can be cycled off and on and the data can be gathered

again from that point, without having to re-determine the equilibrium point.

3.1.2.1 EFPI Strain Sensors and Extensometers

EFPI-based fiber-optic strain sensors and extensometers (Poland et. al. 1994) were

evaluated for monitoring fatigue crack growth. A schematic representation of the EFPI

sensor head used in these sensors is shown in Figure 3-7. The EFPI measurement method

is described above. Small movements in the hollow core cause a change in the gap

distance, which changes the phase difference between the sensing and reflecting waves. If

the hollow core tube is attached to a material, and the gauge length of the sensor is

known, strain in the material can be accurately measured (Meller 1996). Given an

intensity-based demodulation, EFPI technology provides an absolute gap measurement

that does not rely on comparison to an initial null-load.

c The notable exception is that an alternative high frequency demodulation system, described in Section

3.1.2.2, was required for the EFPI acoustic emission sensors.
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Figure 3-7. EFPI strain sensor head.

The following sensor types were considered for the SHM application to aircraft structure:

• EFPI strain gages. These are commercially available, miniature fiber optic strain

gages with outer diameter of 350 _tm and gage lengths ranging from

2 mm to 20 mm. The typical sensor range is +/-5,000 microstrain and the

resolution is 50 nanostrain for a 4 mm gage length.

• EFPI extensometers. These are commercially available, miniature fiber optic

extensometers, gage lengths range from 8mm to 20mm. The sensor range is

typically +/-20,000 microstrain and the resolution is 25 nanostrain for an 8 mm

gage length.

Because the accuracy of EFPI strain sensors with respect to conventional foil strain gages

has been established in side-by-side comparisons in previous programs, the focus of this

program was to investigate the performance of these sensors in fatigue environments and

the ability to multiplex multiple sensors. The results of these investigations are presented

in Section 4 of this report.

3.1.2.2 EFPI Acoustic Emission Sensors

Acoustic emissions are the stress waves that are produced as a result of internal structural

changes from damage development and accumulation (Huang et. al. 1998). Available

acoustic emission (AE) transducers have been shown to be effective in the evaluation of

fatigue damage, including initiation and propagation events (Fang and Berkovits 1994).

The purpose of this research was to investigate the efficacy of modifying small,

lightweight EFPI-based AE sensors with a high frequency demodulation system to

measure in-plane stress waves resulting from acoustic emissions of fatigue cracks. The

objective for SHM was to have an in-plane AE sensor that could be permanently attached
to aircraft structures.

Demodulation of the EFPI AE sensors required a specialized high-frequency

demodulation system. The high-frequency demodulation system is based on dual-

wavelength interrogation, and is suitable for single point or multiplexed configurations at

frequencies up to 10 kHz and above. The architecture for the design is shown in Figure 3-
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8.Thissystemusednarrow-bandlight sources(1300nmF-Plaserdiodes),aDSP
processorandgratingfiltersto providerelative,yetunambiguous,measurementof cavity
displacement.Twolasersof appropriateoutputwavelengthwereselectedto generate
quadraturephaseshiftedsignalsfor agivensensorcavitylength.Thereflectedlaser
signalsfromthesensorheadwerethenseparatedoutatthedetectorendusing
photoinducedBragggratingfilters.Thequadraturesignalsweresentto thedigitalsignal
processorfor high-speeddemodulationintoanoutputanalogsignalthatrepresented
sensordisplacement.

)_b
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DSP
Standard Cou

Sensor

Standard Coupler _a/_ b

.gg grating
filters

Figure 3-8. High Frequency Interrogation System Architecture.

Although this demodulation system satisfied the need for the high frequency response

necessary for the EFPI AE sensors, the demodulation system can only accommodate a

single sensor. Multiplexing the EFPI AE sensors can only be achieved through the use of

a mechanical switch, which would allow monitoring of only one channel at a time.

A thin walled aluminum specimen (0.050" x 2" x 12") was used for the baseline

characterization of the in-plane AE sensor. The sensor was mounted 2" from the edge of

the plate using a phenol salicylate bonding agent. For comparison, a Physical Acoustics

(PAC) piezo-electric AE sensor R15 (150 kHz resonant device) was also attached to the

plate at the same position. The signals from the sensors were acquired with a 4-channel

oscilloscope. For initial evaluation, a pencil lead break (PLB) was performed 2" from

both of the sensors. Figure 3-9 illustrates typical waveforms collected using the R15

(bottom curve) sensor and EFPI sensor (top curve). The results of PLB verified operation

of the fiber optics, showing that the EFPI sensor response was comparable to that of the
conventional AE sensor.
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Figure 3-9. Signals acquired with in-plane EFPI AE
Sensor (channel 1, top) and Conventional R15 (channel
2, bottom) from 0.5 mm PLB.

Unfortunately, though these initial results indicated comparable low-frequency

performance between the EFPI AE and the conventional AE sensor that made the EFPI

system appear promising, comparative analysis between the EFPI and R15 sensor at

higher frequencies indicated that the sensitivity of the EFPI sensor is approximately 10

dB less than conventional AE sensor. In addition, the noise level is very high (i.e., the

signal-to-noise ratio is about 30 dB). This was extremely problematic for the application

to detection of the high frequency events that are characteristic of fatigue crack damage.

The results described above, along with independent exploratory testing performed on a

fatigue test article, indicated that the system would not have sufficient sensitivity at high

frequencies to detect certain AE events, including fatigue crack initiation and

propagation. Three primary causes were identified for the inadequate high-frequency (i.e.,

above 100 kHz) sensitivity: (1) impedance mismatching between the demodulation

system and the data acquisition electronics; (2) poor signal-to-noise ratio of the

demodulation electronics; and (3) high attenuation of sensor response above 100 kHz.

The impedance mismatch was resolved by using a buffering amplifier between the

demodulation system and the acquisition system input channels. However, this was not a

suitable solution because it further reduced the signal-to-noise ratio of the system.

Though Luna Innovations subsequently made dramatic improvements in the electronics

that allow the detection of moderate-level, high frequency events, this EFPI AE sensor is

still not suitable to detect extremely low-level events such as are characteristic of fatigue

crack propagation.

It should be noted that the improved EFPI AE sensor still offers reasonable potential for

detection of lower-level events. Such event signatures are reportedly characteristic of

other structural degradation mechanisms, such as accidental damage.
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3.2 CORROSION SENSING

As described in Section 2, the strategy for monitoring for corrosion damage was to focus

on early detection of incipient corrosion or, preferably, detection of when the corrosion

prevention scheme has failed. The corrosion sensors that were investigated in this study

were intended to (1) identify when corrosion protection has broken down to a point where

moisture can intrude, and (2) identify the presence of corrosion by detecting corrosion by-

products. This monitoring approach has two objectives. The first objective was to identify

and correct corrosion damage before it became a threat to structural integrity. The second

objective was to enable inspection for hidden corrosion without unnecessarily disturbing
intact structure d.

The focus of corrosion sensing in this program was LPG optical fiber sensors. These

sensors, which are cladded with tailored coatings that react with target chemical species,

have been shown to effectively discern the presence of significant moisture, metal ions

indicative of corrosion products or the pH of a potential electrolyte solution (Elster et al.

1998, 1999). As described above, LPG sensors can be multiplexed, that is, multiple

sensing elements can be deposited on a single optical fiber. Moisture and metal ion

corrosion sensors were considered and demonstrated in this program.

The long period grating (LPG) sensor is a spectral loss element that has a longer period of

index modulation than traditional Bragg grating sensors. This results in the opportunity

for interactions between an evanescent optical wave from the fiber with the surrounding

media. The optical wave is scattered at a particular wavelength based on the refractive

index of the surrounding environment so that the resulting optical response through the

fiber is characteristic of the material in the vicinity of the fiber. The LPG-based sensors

characterized in this program operate based on the use of specially designed affinity

coatings that exhibit a measurable change in the refractive index that modulates the LPG

when brought in contact with certain molecules. As the coating absorbs target molecules,

the refractive index changes, causing a shift in the wavelength of the scattered light.

Figure 3-10 shows a representative spectrum shift with refractive index change for a LPG

sensing element. By tracking the wavelength of the spectral loss minima, both qualitative

and quantitative measurements can be accomplished.

d Anecdotal evidence from several air carrier sources has indicated that required corrosion inspections
necessitated the disassembly of intact structure with pristine corrosion protection. The carriers expressed
concern that, following re-assembly, there was no way to ensure that the integrity of the corrosion
protection of re-assembled structure remained pristine.
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Figure 3-10. Long period grating (LPG)

transmission spectrum.

The foundation for the signal conditioning system is a scanning Fabry-Perot

interferometer, which is commercially available from several suppliers. The Fabry-Perot

filter is a bandpass device that transmits a small segment of the spectrum. By scanning

the filter through a range of wavelengths using a piezo-modulator, the entire LPG profile

can be continuously measured. The LPG signal conditioning system architecture is shown

in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11. LPG signal conditioning system architecture.
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A sensor demodulation and data acquisition system (i.e., the Lunascan-3000), which

consisted of a signal conditioning box, a lx8 optical switch, and a computer interface,

was developed to track the wavelength of the LPG spectral loss minima with time. The

latest graphical user interface for the LPG-based chemical sensors is shown in

Figure 3-12. Although shown for moisture sensors, this system has been designed to

monitor multiple types of sensors at multiple locations. Wavelength and power thresholds
can be selected for each channel in order to establish test limits.

Figure 3-12. System software used to interrogate eight long

period gratings (LPGs) simultaneously and plot the wavelength
of the LPG spectral loss dip with time.

An advantage of the LPG is that the operating wavelength can be tailored using different

grating periodicities. LPG sensors can be written at various wavelengths and demodulated

using standard wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) techniques. The multiplexing

allows on the order of tens of LPG sensors to be fabricated in a single fiber with each

sensor interrogated at its own particular wavelength.

3.2.1 LPG Moisture and Humidity Sensors

For our current application, as was described in Section 2, the commercial air carriers

approach to corrosion management relies on ensuring that the corrosion protection finish

that protect the aircraft structure from moisture intrusion remains intact. Therefore, we

investigated sensors that could be placed beneath the corrosion protection finish to detect

moisture. Moisture intrusion beneath the corrosion protection finish would indicate a

breakdown in the integrity of the finish and the existence of a condition that could lead to
corrosion if left uncorrected.

At the outset of this program, a commercial sensor from Luna Innovations was available

to detect the presence or absence of moisture in the vicinity of the sensor. In this class of

sensors, detection of water was accomplished by coating an LPG sensor element with

poly (ethylene oxide) [PEO], formed from the polymerization of ethylene oxide
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monomers.ThisPEOderivativeis awater-absorbinghydrogelcoatingthatswellsin the
presenceof moisture.ThecoatingthicknesswaspreviouslyoptimizedbyLuna
Innovationsfor highresponsivenessandreversibility(Elster1998).In thepresenceof
water,thePEOhydrogelcoatingabsorbswaterandswells,leadingto adecreasein the
refractiveindexsurroundingthecladding.Thischangein therefractiveindexthenresults
in a lossof powerin theopticalresponseandadip in theopticalspectrum.Thisscheme
providesfor on/offwaterdetectiononly,sincethehydrogelinitially usedwassensitive
onlyto relativehumiditylevelshigherthan95%.Thoughthissensitivityfor theexisting
sensorconfigurationwasdeemedsufficientfor applicationto detectionof moisture
intrusionbeneathacorrosionprotectionfinish(sincemoisturewouldbein directcontact
with thesensorif thefinishwascompromised),aninvestigationof thepractical
limitationsonmeasurementrangeandsensitivityof themoisturesensorwaswarranted.

To accomplishtheseinvestigations,alternativecompositionsofpolymercoatingswere
consideredsothatmeasurementsensitivitiesto relativehumiditylevelslowerthan70%
weredemonstrated.At thesametime,wefoundthatthemodifiedsensorsprovideda
measurableshift in thefrequencyatwhichthespectrallossoccurs,asafunctionof
relativehumidity.Figure3-13illustratestheshiftof spectrallossof thenewlyrefined
moisture/humiditysensor.As shown,thespectrallossdipshiftsto higherfrequencies
with increasedrelativehumidity.In additionto indicatingthepresenceof moisturein the
vicinity of thesensor,with appropriatecalibration,thesensorcannowbeusedto quantify
therelativelevelof moisturecontentin contactwith thesensor.Thishassignificant
implicationsin theapplicationtohealthmonitoringsincepreviouslywaterhadtobein
directcontactwith thesensorin orderfor moisturetobeidentified.

Theplot shownin Figure3-14showstheshift in thespectrallossdip of therefined
moisturesensorasafunctionof exposureto moisture.Asthelevelof moisturecontentin
thevicinity of thesensorincreases,thewavelengthof thespectrallossminimaincreases;
conversely,thewavelengthof thespectrallossdipdecreasesastherelativemoisture
contentsurroundingthesensordecreases.
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Figure 3-13. Sensogram plot showing response of LPG-based RH
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Figure 3-14. Plot of spectral loss wavelength as a function of

time showing response of LPG-based humidity sensor due to

increased relative humidity.

The manufacturer provides an internal calibration and calibration codes that translate
wavelength to relative humidity (RH). These codes can be entered into the software and

calculated and logged with time. Real-time RH data can be acquired by using the
calibration codes to calculate and log the relative humidity.
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3.2.2 LPG Metal Ion Sensor

In order to sense the metal ions associated with corrosion by-products, a chelating

polymer coating with an affinity for 2 + metal-ions is applied to the surface of the LPG

sensing element. When metal-ions are present they form inter-chain and intra-chain cross-

links with the carboxyl groups in the chelating polymer, significantly reducing the phase

volume of the polymer chains. This cross-linking increases the polymer density of the

coating and results in an increase in refractive index at the surface of the fiber, causing a

shift in the wavelength out-coupled by the LPG. This program tested the capability of the

metal-ion sensor to detect various concentrations of Cu 2+, Mg 2+, and Fe 2+. These ions

are corrosion by-products for aircraft-grade aluminum alloys and structural steel alloys.

The LPG-based metal-ion sensor can be tailored for increased sensitivity to metal-ion

concentrations or increased saturation levels. Figure 3-15 shows a typical response of an

LPG-based metal-ion sensor to various concentrations of CuSO4. The sensors were

exposed to 1 milli-molar (mM), 2.5 mM, and 5 mM concentrations of CuSO4 for

approximately 100 seconds. There was an apparent difference in the kinetic response

(slope of the curve and equilibrium state) for the various concentrations. The sensor

exhibited an 11 nm shift during the first 50 seconds for the 1 mM concentration solution,

a 20 nm during the first 50 seconds for the 2.5 mM solution, and a 20 nm during the first
50 seconds for the 50 mM concentration. This indicates that the sensor saturated at ion

concentrations between those present in 2.5 mM and 5 mM CuSO4 solutions.

di

di 50mM

zr_nM It 50mM /2.5rnM 50rnM I/ Cu EDTA

r" / Cu
,/ Cu =DTA EDTA /

di di

di

Figure 3-15. Metal-ion sensor response (Wavelength in nm vs. time in

seconds) exposed to different concentrations of CuSO4 before soaking in
water.

Figure 3-16 shows the repeatable response of a metal-ion sensor to 10 mM CuSO4. The

sensor displays very good repeatability with no indicated loss of sensitivity over time or

regeneration cycles.
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Figure 3-16. Repeatable response of a metal-ion sensor to 10mM concentration of

CuSO4 and regeneration with EDTA.

The LPG-based metal-ion sensors are sensitive to all 2 + metal-ions. To demonstrate this,

the LPG metal ion sensors were exposed to solutions of various types and concentrations

of 2+ metal ions. As shown in Figure 3-17, the LPG metal ion sensor responds to MgC12,

exhibiting a 3.2 nm shift in 10 mM MgC12 with repeatable results. The plot shown in

Figure 3-18 shows the response of the sensor to FeC12, exhibiting a 53nm shift in 100

mM FeC12, 38 nm shift in 50 mM FeC12, 25 nm shift in 10 mM FeC12, and 10 nm shift in

1 mM FeC12.

Figure 3-17. Metal-ion sensor response (wavelength in nm vs. time in sec.)

exposed to 10 mM concentrations of MgC12 data acquired after soaking in DI
water for 9 days and let dry.

DIH, O DIH,

Figure 3-18. Sensogram (wavelength in nm vs. time in sec.) showing detection
of various concentrations of Fe2+.
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Thesensitivityof themetalionsensorcanbe tailoredtovariousconcentrationsof 2+
metalions.It is criticaltoknowwhatconcentrationlevelsto expectorcritical
concentrationlevelsto measurewithin themeasurementenvironment.Inprevious
experiments,theLPG-metal-ionsensorhasbeendemonstratedto havea 10btM

F 2+sensitivity to Cu 2÷, a 0.5 btM sensitivity to e , and a 0.15 mM sensitivity to Mg 2÷.

3.3 COMBINED FAILURE MODES

As discussed in Section 2, individual faults (such as corrosion and fatigue damage) can

interact synergistically to form a combined failure mode. Therefore, it is expedient to

consider sensor systems that would allow measurement of multiple parameters and
mechanisms.

A multimeasurand microsensor device, based on silicon micromachining and EFPI

technologies, has been developed and demonstrated as a custom prototype. A description

of the development of the prototype multimeasurand microsensor follows.

3.3.1 Multimeasurand MicroSensor Development

Microcantilever beams, typically used in atomic force microscopy (AFM), are extremely

sensitive to mass loading. The force constant of the beam, which depends on the overall

dimensions and material properties, defines the mass loading sensitivity. Figure 3-19

shows the dimensions of the cantilever beams used in the prototype sensor development.

These cantilevers were adapted and fitted with optical demodulation to create single-point

multi-measurand sensors for parameters such as temperature, vibration/acoustic emission,
and moisture.

The sensing elements consisted of micromachined micro-cantilever beams attached to a

silicon base. The cantilevers were positioned over optical fibers with end faces polished

to a 45°-angle. A V-groove was made in the base using anisotropic etching to accurately

position the optical fibers beneath the cantilever beams. The end faces of the optical

fibers were angle-polished at 45 ° so that the light would propagate perpendicularly out of

the fiber. The light reflected off of the cantilever surface and was coupled back into the

fiber, creating an EFPI cavity. By measuring the length of this interferometric cavity, the

deflection or movement of the cantilever was very accurately detected. When required for

the desired measurement, the beams were coated on one side with a coating that was

sensitive to the target environment in order to cause a tip deflection.

29 _tm

_tm thick

Figure 3-19. Dimensions of the cantilever beams used in
sensor fabrication.
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A temperature-sensingelementwasfabricatedby coatingonesideof thecantileverbeam
with gold,whichwaspolishedto maintaingoodreflectivity.Thedifferentialthermal
expansionbetweenthegold-coatedanduncoatedsurfacesof thecantilevercausedastrain
andresultingtip deflectionwith temperature.Thistemperaturesensorwasthencycled
from 30°Cto 90°Cto determinetheresponsecharacteristicsof thebeamwith
temperature.Thetemperatureresponseis shownin Figure3-20,showinganapproximate
3.5nmdisplacementper1°Cchangein temperature.Thedemodulationsystemhada
0.2nmresolution,resultingin asensorresolutionof 0.05°C.
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Figure 3-211.Temperature measurement using microcantilever beam

and fiber optic demodulation system

A resonant-frequency out-of-plane vibration/acoustic emission sensing element was

fabricated using micromachining technology. The sensitivity and resonant frequency of

the sensors were precisely controlled through the micromachining process. A 120 kHz

resonant frequency microcantilever vibration/AE sensing element was constructed and

tested for sensitivity and frequency response. The sensor was mounted on a ¼"-thick

aluminum panel using cyanoacrylate adhesive. A piezoelectric transducer was located on

the panel and used to excite the sensor at known frequencies. The high-frequency (1

MHz) demodulation system described above was used to demodulate the sensor. The

noise floor was found to be 50 mVpp, and the maximum detected signal was

approximately 1 Vpp, yielding a signal to noise ratio of 13 dB. The frequency response of

the sensor was isolated around the resonant frequency of the cantilever with a bandwidth

of approximately 20 kHz, as shown in Figure 3-21.
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Figure 3-21. Vibration/AE sensor frequency response.
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Finally, a moisture sensing element, shown in Figure 3-22, was fabricated. This sensor

used collapsing hydrogel coatings, as described above for the LPG moisture sensors, on

one side of the cantilever to cause tip deflection to detect the presence of moisture. The

coatings swell in the presence of moisture, causing surface strain and a tip deflection that

is measured by the optical interferometric system.
bottom surface of
etched V-groove

single mode fiber

Figure 3-22. Interferometric displacement sensor for microcantilever beam
moisture sensor.

In order to test the moisture sensing element, the sensor was mounted to a glass slide and

cycled between the wet and dry states using de-ionized, purified water. The returned

optical spectrums for the moisture sensor in the dry and wet states are shown in Figure 3-
23.
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Figure 3-23. Microcantilever Moisture Sensor response in the dry
(top) and wet (bottom) states.

The engineering value output (in terms of gap in microns) for the sensor in the dry state

was measured to be 153btm and 210btm in the wet state. The engineering value output

over a period of approximately 3 minutes for alternate wet/dry cycling is shown in Figure
3-24.
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3.4 ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

The sensing approach for accidental damage would monitor for discrete damage incidents

and trigger the appropriate sensors to characterize the extent of damage in case an event is

detected. This program was focused on sensing and characterization of aging mechanisms

for metal structure, not accidental damage. However, as described above, sensors

developed for fatigue and corrosion detection and characterization might also be used to

monitor accidental damage.
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SECTION 4
SENSOR DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION

4.0 INTRODUCTION

The sensors described in Section 3 were evaluated to (1) validate their suitability for

monitoring aging degradation, (2) characterize the sensor performance, including testing

of operationally realistic configurations; and (3) demonstrate placement processes and

multiplexing schemes. Corrosion sensors (i.e., LPG moisture and metal ion sensors) and

fatigue sensors (i.e., EFPI strain and extension, Bragg grating strain, and EFPI acoustic

emission sensors) were tested and evaluated under this program.

In this section, we describe the testing and results for embedded sensors in lap joint test

specimens subjected to simulated corrosion and fatigue conditions. In addition, we

describe the results of testing of the performance of corrosion sensors when subjected to

corrosive inhibitive coating characteristic of aircraft structure.

4.1 CORROSION SENSOR TESTING

Testing of the LPG metal ion and moisture sensors for detection of incipient corrosion or

the presence of a corrosive environment was performed. In these tests, we investigated

the performance of the sensors in a simulated lap j oint structure exposed to a corrosive

environment. In addition, we evaluated the performance of the sensor under several

corrosive preventative coatings, characteristic of those used to inhibit corrosion in aircraft

structure.

4.1.1 Simulated Lap Splice Testing

Detection of incipient corrosion in inaccessible areas of an aircraft structure is one of the

keys to an effective corrosion management strategy. For example, early detection of

corrosion in lap joints is particularly valuable because small amounts of corrosion cannot

be seen from the surface but can combine with fatigue-induced defects to accelerate

damage to the structure. Therefore, researchers at the University of Virginia (UVa) have

conducted experiments to validate the detection capability of LPG-based metal ion

sensors in simulated lap joints.

Luna Innovations and UVa used chloride or sulfate salts and a modified lap joint simulant

solution (20 mM chloride as A1C13, plus 4 mM nitrite, 4 mM bicarbonate, and 2 mM

fluoride as the sodium or aluminum salts, pH ~ 9) to calibrate the metal ion sensors.

Sensors embedded in 2024-T3 aluminum alloy simulated lap joints were exposed to

CuCI2 solution (contains Cu 2+ ions), HC1 solution (aggressive corrosion environment),

and water (benign environment). The simulated lap joint used in these studies is shown in

Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1. Schematic of non-clad 2024-T3 simulated lap joint.

In order to validate the ability of the metal ion sensor to detect 2+ ions, the simulated lap

joint was exposed in a 10 mM CuC12 solution. The entire exposure cycle, shown in Figure

4-2, consisted of a pre-exposure test of the sensor (detailed in Figure 4-3), assembly of

the sensor in the lap joint, exposure by partial immersion in CuC12 solution, and post-

exposure testing (detailed in Figure 4-4).

As shown in Figure 4-2, and in finer detail in Figure 4-3, the metal ion sensor responded

to exposure in the CuC12 solution. Not long after initial exposure, a sharp increase in the

wavelength minimum, associated with the mechanical effects of the constraint of the

sensor element within the lap joint, was noted. After one hour of exposure, the lap joint

was moved to a dry beaker, and after about 17 hours in air the lap joint was re-immersed

in the Cu 2+ solution for another six hours. After another 30 minutes exposure to ambient

air, the lap joint was disassembled and cycled through the solutions as shown in detail in

Figure 4-4. The initial post-exposure signal in water, which was greater than that of post-

exposure in 10 mM CuSO4, was biased by the level of A13+ ions from corrosion and Cu 2+

remaining at the sensor.

To demonstrate the ability of the metal ion sensors to detect corrosion products in situ, it

was imperative that the test article be exposed in a solution corrosive to aluminum and

aluminum alloys, but also one that did not cause an independent response from the

sensors. A 1 mM HC1 environment satisfied these criteria. Sensor response to the HC1

solution within the lap joint would be negligible because the metal ion sensors did not

respond to the presence of solutions with H + or C1- ions.
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Figure 4-2. Exposure sequence and response of LPG-based
metal ion sensor in lap j oint exposed to 10 mM CuC12.
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Figure 4-3. Detail view of initial part of Figure 4-2 showing
pre-test calibration with Cu 2+ion solutions, water and EDTA

(for sensor regeneration).
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Figure 4-4. Detail view of post-test analysis with Cu 2+ion

solutions, water and EDTA (for sensor regeneration).

The instrumented lap joints exposed to 1 mM HC1 (Figure 4-5) showed an initial rapid

increase in spectral loss wavelength due to moisture exposure and a subsequent gradual

increase in spectral loss dip wavelength after 80 hours exposure. These results indicate

that the LPG-based metal ion sensors are capable of detecting the presence of corrosion

by-products (i.e., cations) within an occluded region such as lap joint.

As shown in Figure 4-6, no increase in the wavelength of the spectral loss minimum was

observed after the initial increase due to moisture exposure for the lap joint exposed to

pure water.
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Figure 4-5. Signal response from two metal ion sensors

embedded in the same lap j oint and partially immersed in 1
mM HC1.
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Figure 4-6. A single metal ion sensor embedded in a lap
joint and partially immersed in high purity water.

Concentration calibrations for metal ions of interest (Cu 2+, A13+, Mg 2+, Zn 2+) were

inconclusive because of difficulties in fabricating sensors with reproducible sensitivity.

These difficulties arose from changes in the coating procedure for the sensors fabricated

for validation testing from those used in previous tests. Although the metal-ion sensors

that were demonstrated in validation testing were verified to respond to 2 + ion solutions,

quantitative measurements of ion concentration were not demonstrated.

4.1.2 Sensor Performance under Coatings

As was described in the previous sections of this report, corrosion management in

commercial aviation is expected to include assessment of the continued integrity of

preventative coatings e used to inhibit corrosion. Such finishes, including CPCs, paints,

and sealants, are intended to limit moisture intrusion so that aircraft structure is not

subjected to conditions favorable to the formation of corrosion. For health monitoring,

sensors may be placed beneath a CPC in order to monitor the integrity of the corrosion

inhibitor. However, since the functionality of LPG-based corrosion sensors are based on

interaction of the sensor with a surrounding media, it is important to determine what, if

any, effect the presence of the finish itself may have on the sensor response.

The objective of this experiment was to determine the effects of three aircraft finishes

(CPC, aircraft sealant, and aircraft primer) on the operation of embedded LPG-based

corrosion sensors. As baseline, the optical response from bare LPGs (i.e., LGP having no

affinity coating) were measured upon immersion in water as well as each of the finishes.

Beyond this baseline, two additional configurations of LPG-based sensors were
evaluated:

e Throughout the discussion of these tests, the corrosive protective coatings will be referred to asfinishes to

minimize confusion between the sensor coating and corrosive inhibiting coating (finish) applied to the test
article.
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• PEOcoatedmoisturesensors
• Carboxymethylcellulose(CMC)coated2÷metalion sensors.

Eachof thethreecorrosiveprotectivefinisheswereappliedto theLPGsensors,as
describedbelow. Thetestarticleswith LPG-basedmoisturesensorswerethenimmersed
in waterfor severalmonths;thetestarticleswithLPG-basedmetalion (cation)sensors
wereimmersedin a100mM CuSO4solution.A broadbandlight sourcewasusedto
illuminateeachfiberopticsensorandtheopticalresponsefromthesensorwasmeasured
usinganopticalspectrumanalysis.Effectsof thefinishesontheoperationof theLPG
weredeterminedby analyzingthespectrumplotsof thesensorsovertimein comparison
to theoriginalopticalresponseof thesensors.
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Recall that the theory of LPG operation suggests that a dip in the spectral content (a

spectral loss peak) will be observed when the affinity coating (i.e., PEO or CMC coating)

of the LPG sensor comes in contact with a lower index of refraction media. As previously

mentioned, uncoated sensors were tested in water and metal ion baths, as a baseline. As

expected, with no affinity coating on the sensor no spectral loss peak was observed (see

Figure 4-7), regardless of the type of finish applied. This verifies the expected result that

the uncoated LPG alone is unresponsive to changes in the surrounding media.
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Figure 4-7. Initial and water-exposed results for bare LPG
sensors coated with CPC.

Alternatively, when the sensor is clad with an appropriate affinity coating, a spectral loss

minima is expected to be observed when the sensor comes in contact with a lower index

of refraction media. Each of the finishes used in these experiments has a relatively high

refractive index resulting in an initial reduction of the spectral loss peak in the optical

response of the sensor. This was observed for all sensors/finish configurations. When the

lower refractive index water or metal ion solution penetrates the finish to come into

contact with the LPG sensor element, a spectral loss peak will be observed in the optical

response. Therefore, spectral loss peaks are indicative of a sensor response to the

presence of water or metal ions in contact with the sensor element. The test results,

summarized in Table 4-1, indicate that embedded sensor elements were able to sense

target molecules that were able to penetrate the corrosion protection systems.

Table 4-1. Summary of Experimental Results for Coated LPG Sensing Elements

Bare LPG sensors in
water
LPG-based moisture
sensors in water
LPG-based metal-ion

sensors in CuSO4

solution

CPC Aircraft Sealant Aircraft Primer

0/4 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak .
0/4 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak .
0/3 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak

0/3 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak .
3/3 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak .
1/2 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak

0/2 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak
2/4 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak
3/3 sensors exhibit

spectral loss peak

To understand these results, it was necessary to consider the effectiveness of the coating

at preventing intrusion of the moisture or the metal ion solution to the underlying sensor,

as well as the effect of the finish on the sensor response. That is, a lack of response (i.e.,

no observed spectral loss peak) in a sensor could be interpreted as either (1) the sensor

did not respond to the presence of the target molecule after the given finish was applied,
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or (2) thefinishprovidedaneffectivebarrierto waterormetalionpenetration.These
considerationsarediscussedin furtherdetailbelow.

Representativeplotsshowingthesensorperformanceandresponsecomparedwith initial
conditionsareshownin Figures4-8and4-9 for thetestarticlescoatedwith aircraft
sealant.All threeLPG-basedwatersensorsrespondedwithin 18days,indicatingthat

2+
water or Cu had penetrated to the sensing element. In addition, one of the two LPG-

based metal-ion sensors responded to the presence of copper in 57 days. Specifically, the
results indicate that:

LPG-based moisture sensors coated with aircraft sealant showed a distinct

spectral loss minima within 18 days after water exposure (Figure 4-8). The

wavelength of the minima shifted to lower wavelengths for the first 45 days,

after which the spectral loss dip stabilized to a constant position. The initial

response in 18 days resulted from the PEO coating first being exposed to water.

The peak gradually shifted left as the moisture content at the surface of the LPG

increased and the PEO coating reached saturation.

One of the LPG-based metal ion sensors coated with aircraft sealant showed a

small spectral loss after only two days immersion in a 100 mM CuSO4 solution.

The loss increased over time and a distinct peak became apparent after 57 days

(Figure 4-9). The peak began to decrease in power from 57 days until the end of

the testing period. The second test of LPG-based metal-ion sensors also

indicated a spectral loss around two days that increased to its maximum at 57

days, but never became a well-defined peak. The loss began to decrease in

power from 57 days until the end of the testing period. The finish thickness of

the sealant varied slightly between sensors and may have been the reason that

only one of the two sensors displayed a well-defined peak. The decrease in the

spectral loss for both sensors after 57 days was attributed to degradation in the

reflective gold coating on the end face of the fiber from the CuSO4 solution.
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Figure 4-9. Initial and CuSO4-exposed results for LPG-based metal
ion sensors coated with aircraft sealant.

Representative plots showing the sensor performance and response compared with initial

conditions are shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11 for the test articles finished with aircraft

primer. Two of the four LPG-based moisture sensors responded in only 18 days. In

addition, all three of the LPG-based metal-ion sensors responded in 57 days.

Epoxy-based aircraft primers, by themselves, are not generally considered to be effective

barriers to moisture penetration. In fact, in aircraft applications, the corrosion protection

in primers is usually derived from addition of corrosion inhibitors to the primer
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formulation. Therefore, in these experiments, we expect the sensors should indicate

moisture or metal ion intrusion. Specifically, the results indicate that:

• Two of the LPG-based moisture sensors coated with aircraft primer showed a

distinct appearance of a peak after 18 days immersion in water (Figure 4-10).

The peak became more defined by 43 days and remained constant for the

remainder of the testing period. These LPG-based water sensors were able to

detect the presence of water through the aircraft primer paint coating. The

remaining two sensors also showed slight spectral losses over the entire testing

period, but these losses are as well defined and did not qualify as an

unambiguous response. Variability in surface preparation, primer application, or

resulting finish thickness could have contributed to the difference in sensor

response. Additional testing would be required to resolve these results.

• LPG-based metal-ion sensors coated with aircraft primer showed a distinct

appearance of a peak after 13 days immersion in the CuSO4 solution (Figure 4-

11). These responses remained constant for the remainder of the testing period.

The quick response of the metal-ion sensors indicates that both the primer and

the CMC coating surrounding the LPG-based sensing element became saturated

after a short exposure. The LPG based metal-ion sensors were able to detect the

presence of Cu 2÷ ions through the aircraft primer.
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Figure 4-10. Initial and water-exposed results for LPG-based
moisture sensors coated with aircraft primer.
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Finally, representative plots showing the sensor performance and response compared with

initial conditions are shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13 for the CPC coated test articles. The
results indicate that:

• LPG-based moisture sensors coated with CPC showed a broad, shallow dip

after 27 days water exposure, which became slightly more distinct throughout

the remainder of the test (Figure 4-12). Though this dip represents a change in

the optical response through the fiber sensor, it cannot be unambiguously

identified as a spectral loss peak that is indicative of the presence of moisture.

• LPG-based metal-ion sensors coated with CPC showed no change with

immersion in CuSO4 solution for 98 days (Figure 4-13). These results indicate

that the LPG sensing element did not indicate the presence of Cu 2+.

Independent research indicates that the CMC finish is often a quite effective barrier to

short-term intrusion of corrosive environments. Therefore, it is likely that the CMC finish

simply did not allow intrusion of the target molecules through the CMC to reach the LPG

sensor. However, verification of this result would require removal of the finish and an

independent chemical analysis for the presence of the specific constituents be performed.

Overall, the LPG sensors appear promising for detection of incipient corrosion or the

presence of a corrosive environment even beneath characteristic aircraft finishes.

However, these results do indicate that there is an apparent effect on the sensitivity of the

LPG sensor response depending on the thickness of the finish; this must be further

investigated in order to tailor the LPG sensor for a specific finish application.
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Figure 4-13. Initial and CuSO4-exposed results for LPG-
based metal ion sensors coated with CPC.

4.2 FATIGUE SENSOR TESTING

4.2.1 Fiber Bragg Grating Sensors

Distributed fiber Bragg grating sensors (Froggatt and Moore 1998) were evaluated for

monitoring fatigue crack growth in a sample designed to simulate a body lap splice. The

purpose of this testing was to establish that an array of distributed Bragg grating sensors

could be used to detect and characterize fatigue cracks by monitoring changes in strain

distribution and signal response signatures.
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Thelapsplicetestarticleswereconstructedto simulateatypicalaxialfuselagelapjoint.
Thesamplehadthreerowsof rivetswith 1-inchspacing.Theinitial EDM(electrostatic
dischargemachined)notcheswere0.25inchfromeithersideof aselectedfastenerin the
criticalrow.Theinitial testarticleconfigurationis shownin Figure4-14.

ThreedistributedBragggratingfiberswereattachedto thetestarticlein accordancewith
theproceduresoutlinedbelow.Thegratingsweredistributedandnumberedasshownin
Figure4-15.Thesamplewasinstalledin anInstrontestframeattheNASA Langley
ResearchCenter'sStructuralTestLaboratoryandsubjectedtoconstantamplitudefatigue
cycles(325lbs to 6500lbs; 10Hz).Thecyclingwasstoppedperiodicallysothatstrain
surveyscouldbetakenatminimumandmaximumstaticloads.Cracklengthwas
measuredusingwide-fieldopticalmicroscopy.Fatiguecyclingwascontinueduntil
catastrophicfailure.(Note:Priorto beginningthetest,it wasdiscoveredthatoneof the
sensingfibershadbroken.Thedecisionwasmadeto goaheadwith thetestandignorethe
resultsfromthefailedsensors.)
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Figure4-15.Bragggrating location and numbering. The gratings marked in red were
ignored because the optical fiber was broken prior to the testing.

The data were post-processed using NASA-developed analytical tools (Childers et. al.

2001) to recover individual grating spectra and calculated strains. A typical grating

spectrum is shown in Figure 4-16. Strain was calculated from the change in the

characteristic wavelength (centroid of the grating spectra signal) compared with a
baseline value.
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Figure 4-16. Typical grating spectrum.
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Typicalresultsfromthestrainsurveyfor thesensorssurroundingthenotchedfastenerand
anadjacentfastenerareshownin Figure4-17.Thedatashowthefractionalincreasein
strainasthecrackinitiatesfromtheedgeof theEDMnotchandgrowsto,andpast,the
adjacentfastener.

Theseresultswereusedto developtestlogicanddiagnosticinferencemodels(DIMs),
consistentwith theACAMSapproach,to assessbehaviorsandrelationshipsamong
sensorsandtheassociateddamagestate(ARINC2001).Testswereestablishedby
relatingincreasesinmeasuredstrainto anobserveddamage.Formanyapplications,
DIMs canbeexpressedassingleoutcomemodels,eithersupportingor denyingthe
existenceof aparticularfault.However,multi-outcometestswererequiredfor this
applicationbecausethetestcouldsuggestmorethanonefaultcondition(i.e.,no fault,a
smallcrackatanadjacentfastener,alargecrackatanadjacentfastener,alargecrackata
distantfastener,orafailedsensor),dependingonthemagnitudeof thechangein strain.A
list of possiblefaultsthatcouldbesupportedor deniedbyeachBragggratingsensor
locationwasdevelopedfor thesemulti-outcometests.Thedependenciesamongthese
outcomeswereestablishedandaDIM wascodedandrunonthedevelopmentalACAMS
processorusingoutcomesderivedfromthefatiguetestresults.Theevidencesupporting
theexistenceof theidentifiedfaultswasaccumulated.TheACAMSprocessorwasable
to detectandisolatethefatiguecracksgrowingfromthepre-existingnotchesandwas
ableto detectwhenthecracksprogressedtothefastenersadjacentto thefasteners.

Furtheranalysisindicatedacorrelationbetweenthetestoutcomesfromthestrain-based
testsestablishedfor thedependencymodelsandtherecoveredgratingsignals.
Representativegratingsignalsandtheircorrelationwith damagestatetestoutcomesfrom
thedependencymodelareshownin Figure4-18.

Theresultsof theinitial testingof distributedfiberBragggratingstrainsystemindicate
thatdistributedstrainsensingcanbeutilizedto detectandcharacterizethedamage
resultingfrom structuralfatigueof arealisticstructuralelement.Thefeatureof theBragg
sensorthatallowsthesystemtobemassivelymultiplexedofferstheuniquecapabilityto
providedetailedstrainmappingthroughoutaregionof interest,suchasthevicinity of the
cracktip. Thishassignificantpositiveimplicationsbothfor applicationto SHMwhenthe
exactlocationof acrackmaynotbeknownapriori, aswell asfor applicationfor
structuralcharacterizationunderdamageconditions.Suchquantitativeinformationcan
providecriticalinformationto aidin anunderstandingof operationalstructuralbehaviors.

Additionaldetailedtestingisunderwayto validatethisapproach,improvethe
understandingof thetestingvariablesandtheirinfluenceonsensorresponses,andrefine
thediagnosticmodels.
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were attributed to failure of the sensor fiber.
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Figure 4-18. Recovered grating signals and the correlation with damage states.

4.2.2 EFPI Strain and Extensometer Sensor Tests

Test specimens (Figure 4-19) were machined from 0.125 in thick, 2024-T3 aluminum and

7075-T6 sheet with a center notch consisting of an El)M-notched 0.125-in. hole. Strain

gage sensors and extensometers were attached to the center-notched tension specimen as

shown in Figure 4-19. All sensors were oriented parallel to the principal load axis; one

sensor between the notch and the load frame along the centerline of the sample that runs

parallel to the principal loading direction (sensor #6) and the rest distributed along the

centerline perpendicular to the principal load direction (sensors #1-5).

The coupons were subjected to constant amplitude fatigue (load control) until failure in a

MTS fatigue test frame at Penn State University. Load cycles were applied at a frequency

of 10Hz. Every 200 cycles, the cycle rate was reduced to 1Hz for three cycles to allow

strain or crack length measurements to be taken. Because of the high cycling rates and

resulting data rate requirements, strain sensor and extensometer measurements were

accomplished by individual demodulation systems (as described above for EFPI sensors)

and data were captured by the laboratory's data acquisition system. Crack growth was

monitored using a Questar QM100 step zoom long-distance microscope. Digital images

were captured every 6,000-10,000 cycles and crack length was measured from the digital

images.
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The results from fatigue tests of center notched 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 samples are

depicted in representative data in Figure 4-20, 4-21, and 4-22. Figure 4-20 shows strain

measurements from sensors distributed along the likely crack path (i.e., distributed at the

reduced cross-section) and remote from the notch area for 2024-T3 (Figure 4-20a) and

7075-T6 (Figure 4-20b) alloys. These data show a gradual increase in strain resulting

from the reduced sample cross-section as the fatigue crack progresses, followed by a

more rapid increase as the crack impinges on, and passes, the sensors. Figure 4-21 shows

strain measurements from the sensor at the sample centerline parallel to the principal load

axis. These data show a significant decrease in strain as the imposed strain is redistributed

around the growing crack in the later phases of the test. Finally, Figure 4-22 shows the

results from an extensometer placed near the notch of the 7075-T6 sample. These data

show gradual increase in apparent strain (i.e., deflection averaged over the sensor gauge

length) as the crack opens). The extensometer on the 2024-T3 specimen did exhibit this

behavior, indicating that sensor placement near the notch was critical.
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Thecenter-notchfatiguetestsof EFPIstrainsensorsandextensometersshowedthatthe
presenceof growingfatiguecrackscouldbeinferredfrominformationgatheredfrom
strategicallyplacedsensors.Thetestresultsprovidedindicationof loadredistribution
aroundagrowingdefectbecausethemeasuredstrainswereshownto besensitiveto crack
tip position.Althoughtheresultsfrom extensometersweremixed,thereareindications
thattheycouldprovideaveryimportantmeasureof crackopeningdeflectionthatwould
behelpfulin monitoringcriticalcrackgrowth.

4.3 TABLETOP SENSOR DEMONSTRATION

In addition to the detailed testing and demonstration of the sensor functionality under

simulated fatigue and corrosion testing, the sensors developed under this program were

demonstrated at the NASA Langley Research Center. These demonstrations, which

occurred July 9-11, 2001, showed:

• The response of the LPG metal ion sensor to various +2 ion solutions. The

sensors were shown to be fully recoverable after exposure to the ion solution.

• The EPFI AE sensor detection of a simulated impact on an aluminum substrate

• Multiplexed EFPI strain sensors using gap division multiplexing

• The LPG moisture sensor response to the presence of water.

In addition, a prototype single Si-chip, multi-microcantilever beam sensor consisting of

three sensing elements and three fiber leads was fabricated for demonstration. The

prototype sensor was demonstrated to monitor wet and dry moisture state, vibration/AE,

and temperature. For the purpose of the demonstration, the sensing elements were

monitored separately by independent demodulation systems.

Finally, in a related demonstration of the ARINC ACAMS capability, the data and sensor

signals from the simulated lap joint fatigue testing described above were used to predict

the behavior of the fatigue crack. In this final demonstration, using ARINC's proprietary

prognostic algorithms, we were able to project the future location of the fatigue crack, on

average, 4000 cycles prior to the actual propagation (ARINC 2001).

4.4 SENSOR SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

This section has summarized the sensor system testing for application to SHM. The

results show that structural degradation of aircraft materials can be effectively detected

and characterized using available sensors. As was described in the previous section,

implementation of SHM systems will require the fusion of information from arrays of

multiple sensor types acting in concert. Therefore, the ability to multiplex sensors and to

combine different sensors into a coherent system is crucial to any future implementation.
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Table4-2presentsasummaryof the integrationcapabilitiesfor thefiberopticsensor
technologiesdevelopedor evaluatedunderthisprogram.Thefiberopticsensors
evaluatedin thisprojectoperateononeof threewavelengths--830nm,1300nm,and
1550nm.Eachsensortechnologyutilizesaseparatebandandthereforeadifferent
transmissionfiber.As aresult,in thecurrentstateof sensortechnologymultiplesensor
typescannotbemultiplexedonasingleopticalfiber.

Table4-2. Summaryof CurrentFiberOpticSensorTechnology
Sensor Wavelength Multiplexing System Comments
Technology Refresh

Rate

EFPI Strain 830nm 1 Hz Using 1 Fiberscan + 1 Mux 88 channels, switched
(see Note 1)

4 channels, in-line 15 Hz Using 1 Fiberscan, in-line
multiplexing

1 channel 60 Hz Using 1 Fiberscan

Acoustic 1300nm 1 channel 400 kHz Using 1 single-channel FOSS
Emission NDE system

LPG 1550nm 1 Hz Using 1 Lunascan + 1 Mux 8
Corrosion

8 channels, switched
(see Note 1)

3 channels, in-line 30 Hz Using 1 Lunascan, in-line
multiplexing

1 channel 100 Hz Using 1 Lunascan

Note 1 lx8 switched mutiplexors can be cascaded in arrangements
up to 64 sensors

The EFPI strain technology operates at 830nm source/fiber. Multiplexing of EFPI strain

sensors can be achieved in two ways: 1) optical switching and 2) in-line multiplexing.

Optical switching uses a MEMS device to circuit switch between fiber legs each having

up to 8 sensors, polling each of these sensors using a single demodulation system in a

round-robin fashion. Gap division multiplexing (GDM) can be used to provide serial, in-

line multiplexing (i.e., placing more than one sensor on a single optical fiber) of EFPI

strain sensors. Up to 4 EFPI sensors can be multiplexed using this technique. While a

significant system cost saving per channel can be realized by multiplexing the number of

sensors that share sources and demodulation systems, each multiplexing techniques

degrades the system performance by reducing bandwidth in proportion to the number of

multiplexed sensors.

The EFPI acoustic emission technology utilizes 1300 nm source/fiber and does not

currently lend itself to multiplexing. As described earlier in this section, the EFPI AE

sensor technology is based on an intensity system, which allows only one sensor per

channel (or per fiber).
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ThecorrosionsensortechnologyisbasedontheLPGconceptandusesa 1550nmsource
andfiber.Like theEFPItechnologies,thesesensorscanbemultiplexedthroughoptical
switchingandin-linemultiplexing.Thecurrentin-linemultiplexingcapabilityis limited
to 3 sensors.As with theEFPIstrainsystem,reductioninbandwidthisproportionalto the
numberof multiplexedchannels.

ThedistributedBragggratingstrainsystemiscapableof measuringalargenumberof
sensors(potentially,up to 10,000strainsensors)alongasingleopticalfiber,witha single
demodulationsystem.Thismultiplexingcapabilityresultsin thelowestprojectedsystem
cost.

Althoughtherearenumerousbenefitsto spectralinterrogationsystemsusedin theEFPI
andLPGtechnologies,therearesomeaspectsof thedesignthateffectmeasurementsin
flight environments.Onesignificantdrawbackis thespeedof thesystem,whichis atleast
threeordersof magnitudeslowerthanrelativeinterrogationsystems(~100Hzcompared
to >1MHz). Thesourceof theproblemis thespeedof thespectrometerinternalto the
system,whichusesaCCDarraytomeasuretheintensitiesof thewavelengths.Although
this is aproblemin manyapplicationswhereeventsoccurfasterthan100Hz, andupto
hundredsof kilohertz,thekineticsof low-cyclefatigueandcorrosionprocesseson
commercialaircraftmakeit unlikelythatthesystemspeedwill becomean
implementationconcernfor themajorityof applications.

Sensorsystemhardwareconsiderationsalsoneedtobeconsideredin aneventual
implementation.Thehardwarerequirementsincludeaminiaturespectrometer,aDSP
processorcard(DSP,peripheralcomponents,A/D circuitry,etc.),andalaserdiodesource
for eachsystem.Currently,thelight sourceandopticalcomponenttechnologiesarebased
onavailableoff-the-shelfcomponentsandarelimitedin theirtemperaturetoleranceand
sensitivity.In thepast,thermo-electriccoolershavebeenusedto compensatefor the
temperatureextremesin serviceapplications.
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SECTION 5
SENSOR DATA INTERPRETATION

5.0 INTRODUCTION

A key component of the structural health monitoring capability is the ability to interpret

the information provided by sensor system to characterize the structural condition. The

diagnostic inference models described for the lap splice testing in the previous section

represent one method for relating sensor outcomes to potential faults to assess the state of

structural health. Physical models are another tool that will be required to establish

system structural health and to project how structural degradation will likely progress.

This section describes a deterministic state-space fatigue growth model and stochastic

model that accounts for the statistical nature of damage development processes. These

models were developed to perform real-time characterization and assessment of structural

fatigue damage.

5.1 STATE-SPACE MODEL OF FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

Modeling of fatigue crack growth has been a topic of intensive research for several

decades. Based on different experimental data, many models (e.g., Anderson 1995,

Bannantine et al. 1990, Suresh 1991) have been proposed for fatigue life prediction.

Fatigue crack growth models have been used for damage mitigating control of complex

mechanical structures such as aircraft (Ray and Caplin 2000), rocket engines (Dai and

Ray 1996; Holmes and Ray 1998), and power plants (Kallappa et al. 1997; Holmes and

Ray 2001).

Modeling of fatigue crack growth under variable-amplitude loading usually relies on a

memory-dependent physical variable (e.g., crack opening stress, or reference stress) that

requires storage of information on the load history. In current state of the art of fatigue

crack growth modeling, the finite interval over which the load history is considered to be

relevant may vary with the type of loading as well as with the rules employed for cycle

counting. Nevertheless, this memory-dependent variable can be modeled in a finite-

dimensional state-space setting by an ordinary difference (or differential) equation. The

complete information on the state at the current cycle is realized as a combination of the

partial information on the state and the history of the input (i.e., cyclic stress) excitation at

finitely many previous cycles.

The state-space model is a nonlinear dynamical model of fatigue-crack growth under

variable-amplitude loading in ductile alloys following the state-space approach (Patankar

and Ray 2000). The crack growth equation in the state-space model is structurally similar

to Paris equation (Paris and Erdogan 1960) modified for crack closure, which has been

extensively used in fatigue crack growth models such as FASTRAN (Newman 1992) and

AFGROW (Harter 1999). Under variable-amplitude loading, these models usually rely on

a memory-dependent physical variable (e.g., crack opening stress or reference stress) that

requires storage of information on the load history. For example, the crack-opening stress
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in theFASTRANmodel(Newman1992)isassumedto dependontheloadhistoryover
anintervalof about300cycles.Anotherexampleis thestrain-lifemodelin whichthe
referencestressobtainedbytherainflowmethodreliesoncyclecountingthat,in turn,
dependsontheloadhistory(DoMing 1983).Themodelpredictions,in general,become
moreaccurateif theloadhistoryisconsideredovera longerperiod,althoughashort
recenthistoryof theappliedloadmightbeadequatein somecasesforcrackgrowth
modeling.An extremeexampleis constant-amplitudecyclicloadingwherestorageof the
loadhistoryoverthepreviouscyclesmaynotbenecessary.It isnotpreciselyknownto
whatextentinformationstorageis necessaryfor calculatingthememory-dependent
variablein afatiguecrackgrowthmodelundera priori unknown variable-amplitude

(e.g., single-cycle, block, spectrum, or random) loading. The state at the current cycle is

realized as a combination of the state and the input (i.e., cyclic stress) excitation at

finitely many previous cycles. Equivalently, the state becomes a function of the fading

memory of the input excitation, which can be generalized to an autoregressive moving

average (ARMA) model that is equivalent to a state-space model (Ljung 1999). Unlike

the existing crack growth models, the state-space model does not require a long history of

stress excitation to calculate the crack-opening stress. Therefore, savings in the

computation time and memory requirements are significant.

Although the structure of the state-space model's crack growth equation is similar to that

of FASTRAN (Newman 1992), it adopts a novel approach to generate the (cycle-

dependent) crack opening stress under variable-amplitude loading. As such, the crack

length computed by these two models could be different for given variable-amplitude

loadings, even though the results are nearly identical under the same constant-amplitude

loading.

The state-space model was formulated to satisfy the following requirements:

• Capability to capture the effects of single-cycle overload and underload, load

sequencing, and spectrum loading

• Representation of physical phenomena of fracture mechanics within a semi-

empirical structure

• Compatibility with plant dynamic models for health management and life

extending control

• Validation by comparison with fatigue test data and a well known code of fatigue

crack growth

• Computer code development for real-time execution on standard platforms

The first two requirements were satisfied as the state-space model was formulated based

on fracture-mechanistic principles of the crack closure concept. The third requirement

was also satisfied because the plant dynamic models are usually formulated in the state-

space setting or autoregressive moving average (ARMA) setting (Ljung 1999). The

remaining two requirements were satisfied by validating the state-space model with

fatigue test data for different types of variable-amplitude and spectrum loading on 7075-

T6 and 2024-T3 alloys (Porter 1972; McMillan and Pelloux 1967). The model predictions
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werealsocomparedwith thoseof AFGROWandFASTRAN,whicharewell-known
codesfor fatiguecrackgrowthpredictionthatarewidelyusedin theaircraftindustry.

5.1.1 State-Space Model Formulation

5.1.1.1 Nomenclature

Aj
k

a

c
E

F(*,*)

h(o)

k

m

m

n

R

sflOW

smax

smin

S °

S 05'5'

sUlt

S y

t

U(o)

W

O_

O_ max

O_min

Aa max

Aa min

Aak

AKeff

6thr

parameter in the empirical equation of S_ss for j = 1,2, 3, 4

crack length

parameter in the crack growth equation

Young' s modulus

crack length dependent geometry factor

crack growth function in crack growth equation

current cycle of applied stress

exponent parameter in the crack growth equation

number of cycles of a particular stress level in the load block

number of cycles of a particular stress level in the load block
stress ratio of minimum stress to maximum stress

flow stress

maximum stress within a cycle

minimum stress within a cycle

crack opening stress

crack opening stress under constant amplitude load given by empirical equation.

ultimate tensile strength

yield stress

specimen thickness
the Heaviside function

half-width of center-cracked specimen or width of compact specimen

constraint factor for plane stress/strain

maximum value of

minimum value of

crack increment above which a = 6¢min

crack increment below which a = 6¢max

crack increment (= ak - ak-1)

effective stress intensity factor range

positive lower bound for absolute value of maximum stress lS_nax, k _>0 l"
/

decay rate for S °

5.1.1.2 Model Development

The state-space model was formulated based on the crack closure concept where the state

variables are the crack length a and the crack-opening stress S ° . A difference equation
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for $2 has been constructed in such a way that, under different levels of constant

amplitude load, the forcing function S°k_'_'at the k th cycle matches the crack opening stress

derived from the empirical relation (Newman 1984) given as:

where

oss

Sk

A_ = {Io-A°-A_k-A3

: s °__(sF x,sF, ak,F(ck_l,w))

I(max{(A°+ A_R_+ £R_ 2+ A3Rg),R _,,_k....,R__>0
0 1 max •

[(A k + AkR k)S k ,otherwise
(SS-1)

Rk _ S_ _ U(Skm_x) for all k > 0 (SS-2)
Sk

0 (SS-3)
A k = (0.825-0.34a k +0.05ak 2) cos SYOW )]

sFx F(c___,w)(0"415 - 0"071ak)

if R k -> 0

if R k -< 0

(SS-4)

(ss-5)

20A° A 1-1 ifR k>0
A3 = x + x

k if R k -< 0
(SS-6)

The following constitutive relation in the form of a piecewise bilinear first order

difference equation has been proposed (Patankar and Ray 2000) for recursive

computation of the crack opening stress S[ at the completion of the (k-l) th cycle:
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"[- [_J --g(Sk --Sk_l)_-_(Sk_i1 l -sknill1S k -S°sS(Sk ,Sk_l) ]

(ss-7)

_S y

where 7/ (SS-8)
2wE

{_ if x<_OThe Heaviside function U(x) = if x > 0

and the forcing function S2_'_'is calculated from the semi empirical formula given by Eq.

(SS-1) as if constant amplitude stress cycles (STx,s_ 1) were applied.

S2_'_'generated from the semi-empirical Eq. (SS-1) is used to construct the (piecewise

bilinear) forcing function to the dynamics of crack opening stress $2 in Eq. (SS-7). Under

constant amplitude stress excitation, S °_'_'is the steady state solution of S ° . However,

under variable amplitude stress excitation, S__'_'is different from the instantaneous crack

opening stress $2.

Following an overload cycle, the duration of crack retardation is controlled by the

dynamics of S ° in the state-space model, and hence determined by the stress independent

parameter rI defined in equation (SS-8).

The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (SS-7) accounts for the effects of reverse

plastic flow. The overload condition and the reverse plastic flow condition are mutually

exclusive. The former feature is mathematically represented by the Heaviside function

U(S; ss - S;_ 1 ) in the third term on the right hand side of Eq. (SS-7). Moreover, depletion

of the normal plastic zone occurs when an underload occurs. The underload effects have

been incorporated via another Heaviside function U(Sk_'I _ - S__).

5.1.1.3 Prediction of Sequence Effects

Figure 5-1 shows the effects of a single cycle overload on S ° , as predicted by the state-

space model in Eq. (SS-7). The model predictions are qualitatively similar to the

experimental data of Yisheng and Schijve (1995) except for the lack of a sharp negative

spike in S ° immediately after the application of an overload. The sharp transients of S °

that occur only for a few cycles have no significant bearing on the overall crack growth.
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Becausethedynamicsof S ° is described by a first order difference equation, S ° attains a

peak value in the cycle following the application of a single cycle overload. The positive

edge of this resulting pulse is effective whereas, unlike a linear system, the negative edge

is rendered ineffective by the Heaviside function U(S°k _'_'- Sk°_l). The last term on the

right hand side of Eq. (SS-7) is inactive throughout in this case. When U(S°k _'_'- Sk°__) is

zero, S ° decreases at a rate determined by the dimensionless parameter 7/. The amplitude

of the input pulse on the right hand side of Eq. (SS-7) depends on the amount of overload

and the current value of S ° , which leads to retarded crack growth during the constant

amplitude load that follows the overload.
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Figure 5-1. Overload Response of Crack Opening Stress as Predicted by the State-
Space Model (Patankar and Ray 2000).

In contrast to a single cycle overload, a single cycle underload makes the Heaviside

function U(S°k _'_'- Sk°_l) ineffective while the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (SS-7)

is effective along with the Heaviside function U(Sk__I1 - S_ _) that accounts for reverse

plastic flow and the resulting depletion of plastic zone. When the load returns to its

normal range from an underload, the Heaviside function U(S°k _'_'- Sk°_l)again becomes

effective while the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (SS-7) is inactive. This brings

S ° back to its normal value. Thus S ° is low only for one cycle during single cycle

underloads, which hardly impacts on overall crack growth if underloads are sufficiently

closely spaced.

Figure 5-2 shows the effect of an underload followed by an overload. The difference

between this case and the pure overload case is that, when the specimen encounters an

overload, the preceding underload causes S ° to be abnormally low. Thus, the crack has

very little protection from growing during the overload cycle and consequently the crack

increment during the overload cycle is significant. The response following the overload is

similar to the single cycle overload case described before.
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Figure 5-2. Underload-Overload Response of Crack Opening Stress as Predicted

by the State-Space Model (Patankar and Ray 2000)

Figure 5-3 shows how S ° is affected by an overload immediately followed by an

underload. In the overload-underload cycle, $2 l_xis identical to that for pure overload but

the corresponding _1 • o_,_,S k is smaller. Consequently, S k is smaller for overload-underload

than that for a single cycle overload. In effect, the forcing function that is multiplied by

the Heaviside function U(S2 _'_'-Sk°_l )in Eq. (SS-7) assumes a smaller value for overload-

underload than that for a single cycle overload, while the last term on the right hand side

of Eq. (SS-7) is inactive. A single cycle overload retards crack growth more effectively

than a similar overload immediately followed by an underload. Thus the benefits of an

overload monotonically diminish with increase in the magnitude of the following
underload.
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Figure 5-3. Overload-Underload Response of Crack Opening Stress as
Predicted by the State-Space Model (Patankar and Ray 2000).
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5.1.2 Model Validation with Test Data

The state-space model has been validated with the fatigue test data of: (1) 7075-T6

aluminum alloy specimens under different types of variable amplitude cyclic loading

(Porter 1972); and (2) 2024-T3 aluminum alloy specimens under spectrum loading

(McMillan and Pelloux 1967), which are available in open literature. The state-space

model predictions have been compared with those of FASTRAN (Newman 1992) and

several other crack-tip-plastic-zone-based models (e.g., Wheeler, Willenborg, and Chang)

that are available in the AFGROW software package (Harter, 1999). On all the

AFGROW models, predictions of the Walker equation with Willenborg retardation model

were found to yield, on the average, closest agreement with the test data of McMillan and

Pelloux as well as Porter. The complete set of validation comparisons (Sastry 2000) is

presented in Appendix A. The results are summarized below.

Porter (1972) collected fatigue test data on center-notched 7075-T6 aluminum alloy

specimens made of 305 mm wide, 915 mm long, and 4.1 mm thick panels, for which

E = 69600 MPa, (yY= 520 MPa, and o-"lt = 575 MPa. The initial crack size (2a) was 12.7 mm

and the experiments were conducted in laboratory air. The profile of block loading for

data generation is shown at the top of Figures 5-4 and 5-5 where the positive integers, n

and m, indicate that a block of n constant-amplitude cycles is followed by a block of m

cycles of a different constant-amplitude.

Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show comparisons of the state-space model predictions with Porter

data and the predictions of FASTRAN model and AFGROW (Walker equation with

Willenborg retardation model) that calculate the crack opening stress in a different way.

The analyses on each of FASTRAN, AFGROW, and the state-space models have been

conducted with identical initial crack length with the assumption of no loading history.

The curves in Figure 5-4 are generated with the parameters n = 50 and m = 1 with

different values of the overload G2 and underload G1 superimposed on constant-

amplitude stress cycles of 103.43 MPa and 51.72 MPa for repeated overload-underload

spectra. Similarly, the curves in Figure 4-5 are generated with the parameters n -- 50 and

m -- 1 with different values of the overload G2 and underload G1 superimposed on

constant-amplitude stress cycles of 103.43 MPa and 51.72 MPa for repeated underload-

overload spectra.

The state-space and FASTRAN models produce nearly identical results under constant-

amplitude cyclic stresses, because the procedure for calculating S °ss is similar in both

models while the AFGROW model yields somewhat different results. For variable-

amplitude cyclic stresses, the state-space model predictions are quite close to both the

experimental data and predictions of the FASTRAN model, as seen in Figures 5-4 and

5-5. These plots indicate that the accuracy of the state-space model relative to the

experimental data is comparable to that of the FASTRAN model. On the average, for

repeated overload and underload, accuracy of the state-space model is comparable to that

of FASTRAN and AFGROW. The results show that the state-space model (and, to lesser

extent, FASTRAN) demonstrates the difference between the effects of overload-
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underload) fatigue data. Data source: Porter 1972.
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McMillan and Pelloux (1967) generated fatigue data under complex spectrum loads for

center-notched 2024-T3 aluminum alloy specimens made of 229 mm wide, 610 mm long,

and 4.1 mm thick panels. Fatigue testing was accomplished in a vertical 125 kip electro-

hydraulic fracture jig of Boeing design. The testing system was capable of applying loads

with an absolute error within _+1% of the maximum programmed load. The initial crack

size (2a) was 12.7 mm and the experiments were conducted in laboratory air.

Figure 5-6 shows predictions of the state-space, FASTRAN, and AFGROW models with

selected four of the thirteen spectral data sets of McMillan and Pelloux. The state-space

model predictions are closest to the experimental data in twelve out of the thirteen cases

of spectrum loads except for the data set P 10.
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Modest disagreements (in the range of approximately 10%) between the state-space

model predictions and the test data are reasonable because the number of samples (e.g., in

the order of three or four) over which the test data are averaged is small. The agreement

of model predictions with experimental data strongly supports the state-space model and

its fundamental hypothesis that the crack opening stress can be treated as a state variable.

5.1.3 Comparison of Computation Time

Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 list typical computation time required for calculation of crack
growth under programmed loads for Porter data and McMillan and Pelloux data,

respectively, on a 450 MHz Intel Pentium PC platform. In the thirteen cases reported in

Table 5-2, the state-space model predicts a longer life than FASTRAN by a few thousand

cycles. In the case of spectrum P 10, both models run for approximately the same number

of cycles which provides a fair comparison of their computation time. The execution time

per spectrum block for both the models indicates that the state-space model is about 10

times faster than FASTRAN for each of the thirteen spectrum load cases.

Table 5-1. Execution Time for Overload-Underload Cases

Repeated Load Blocks
(N cycles @ 68.95 Mpa;
1 cycle @ 103.43 Mpa
Min. stress 3.45 Mpa)

Time in Seconds
on a 450 Mhz Pentium
State-
Space
Model

FASTRAN
Model

N=1000 1.20 4.80
N=300 1.10 4.50
N=50 0.50 2.30

Table 5-2. Execution Time for Spectrum Load Cases
Load State-Space Model FASTRAN Model
Description (Time in Seconds) (Time in Seconds)

Program P1 0.65 4.09
Program P2 0.69 4.55
Program P3 0.50 5.70
Program P4 0.48 4.10
Program P5 0.47 5.07
Program P6 1.17 5.51
Program P7 1.28 5.10
Program P8 0.97 6.41
Program P9 0.79 7.16
Program P10 0.50 5.60
Program Pll 1.07 5.36
Program P12 0.64 6.53
Program P13 0.66 5.31
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The state-space model recursively computes the crack opening stress as a state variable as

a simple algebraic function of the maximum and minimum stress excitation in the present

cycle as well as the minimum stress and the crack opening stress in the immediately

preceding cycle. In contrast, the FASTRAN model computes the crack opening stress as a

function of contact stresses and crack opening displacements based on the stress history.

Since the state-space model does not need storage of load history except the minimum

stress in the previous cycle, the memory requirements are much lower than those of

FASTRAN that does require storage of a relatively long load history. Consequently, both

computer execution time and memory requirement of the state-space model are

significantly smaller than those of the FASTRAN model. Specifically, the state-space

enjoys the following advantages over other crack growth models:

Smaller execution time and computer memory requirements as needed for real-

time heath management and life extending control (Holmes and Ray 1998)

Compatibility with other state-space models of plant dynamics (e.g., aircraft

flight dynamic systems and rocket engine systems) and structural dynamics of

critical components as needed for synthesis of life-extending control systems

(Holmes and Ray 1998)

5.2 STOCHASTIC MODELING OF FATIGUE CRACK DAMAGE

Traditionally, the risk index and remaining service life (Bolotin 1989) of machinery are

calculated off-line based on statistical models of material degradation, operating history,

and anticipated disruptions in the plant operation (e.g., postulated stress levels). Because

the predicted service life of operating machinery is likely to be altered in the event of

unscheduled operations, on-line computation of damage statistics allows continual

refinement of the risk index and remaining life prediction as time progresses. In this

context, this report focuses on stochastic modeling of fatigue crack damage in metallic

materials, which is a major source of failures in structural components of operating

machinery (Ozekici 1996).

Stochastic modeling of fatigue crack phenomena in ductile alloys is a relatively new area

of research, and a list of the literature representing the state of the art is cited by Sobczyk

and Spencer (1992) as well as in the March 1996 issue of Engineering Fracture

Mechanics. Bogdonoff and Kozin (1985) proposed a Poisson-like independent-increment

jump model of fatigue crack phenomena. The underlying principle of this model agrees

with the theory of micro-level fatigue cracking. An alternative approach to stochastic

modeling of fatigue crack damage is to randomize the coefficients of an existing

deterministic model to represent material inhomogeneity (Ditlevsen 1986). Another

alternative approach is to augment a deterministic model of fatigue crack growth with a

random process (e.g., Lin and Yang 1985; Spencer et al. 1989; Ishikawa et al. 1993). The

fatigue crack growth process is thus modeled by nonlinear stochastic differential

equations in the It6 setting (Kloeden and Platen 1995). Specifically, Kolmogorov forward

and backward diffusion equations, which require solutions of nonlinear partial differential

equations, have been proposed to generate the statistical information required for risk
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analysisof mechanicalstructures(TsuruiandIshikawa1986;Bolotin1989).These
nonlinearpartialdifferentialequationscanonlybesolvednumericallyandthenumerical
proceduresarecomputationallyintensiveastheyrelyonfine-meshmodelsusingfinite-
elementorcombinedfinite-differenceandfinite-elementmethods(SobczykandSpencer
1992).Casciatiet al. (1992) have analytically approximated the solution of It8 equations

by Hermite moments to generate a probability distribution function of the crack length.

Formulation and assessment of a stochastic model of fatigue crack damage in ductile

alloys that are commonly encountered in aircraft structures is presented in the following

subsections. The fatigue crack damage at an instant (i.e., at the end of a stress cycle) is

expressed as a continuous function of the current and initial crack lengths. The (non-

stationary) probability distribution of crack damage is obtained in a closed form without

numerically solving stochastic differential equations in the Wiener integral or It8 integral

setting. Model predictions are shown to be in close agreement with the fatigue test data of

2024-T3 and 7075-T6 aluminum alloys. Finally, an illustration is provided to describe

how the stochastic model can be used in making decisions for risk analysis and life

prediction that are necessary for health management and life extending control of

mechanical systems.

5.2.1 Model Formulation and Assessment

5.2.1.1 Nomenclature

C autocovariance; covariance matrix

C crack length

7M critical crack length

7o threshold of initial crack length

F(.) probability distribution function

f final condition

H hypothesis

K stress intensity factor

M number of hypotheses

m exponent parameter of the model

O initial condition; opening condition

p[.] probability measure

R stress ratio (smin/smax); autocorrelation
S stress

T maximum time of operation

t time (cycles)
X random vector

x random variable

Yd desired operational profile

A incremental range

8 increment operator

8(.) unit impulse function

e confidence level for risk analysis

_) eigenvector

dummy variable

A (diagonal) eigenvalue matrix

)_ eigenvalue

_t expected value

p multiplicative white noise

standard deviation

_c dummy variable

_' discretized fatigue crack damage

continuous fatigue crack damage

multiplicative parameter of the
model

sample point (test specimen)
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5.2.1.2 Modeling of Fatigue Crack Damage

Fatigue crack growth models have been formulated by fitting estimated mean values of

fatigue crack length, generated from ensemble averages of experimental data, as functions

of time in units of cycles (Paris and Erdogan 1963; Schjive 1976). Following Sobczyk

and Spencer (1992) and the pertinent references cited therein, the stochastic model of

fatigue crack damage presented in this report, is built on the structure of the following

mean-value model (Anderson 1995; Suresh, 1991):

8_(t) = h(AKef f (t)) St; for t _>t o and given _(t o)

AKef f (t) = AS(t)_ F(8(t))

AS(t) = S max (t) - S ° (t)

where t is the current time upon completion of a stress cycle, to is the initial time (e.g.,

when the machine component is put in service after a major maintenance or inspection),

_(t) is the estimated mean value of (time-dependent) crack length, 8_(t) is the increment

of the estimated mean crack length over one cycle after time t, 8t indicates the time

increment over that cycle, h(o) is a non-negative continuous function that is dependent on

the material and geometry of the stressed component, and AS(t) is the effective stress

range during one cycle (after time t) with the corresponding crack opening stress S° (t)

and peak stress Smax (t). The (dimensionless) correction factor F is dependent on

geometrical configuration (e.g., thickness, width, and the crack type in the stressed

component) and the crack length. For example, F = 1/sec(_ 8(t)/(2w)) for center-cracked

specimens of half-width w. There are several empirical and semi-empirical methods

(e.g., Newman 1984) for calculating S° . For constant-amplitude load, Ibrahim et al.

(1986) formulated a simple algebraic relation to obtain S° as a function of peak stress

Smax and stress ratio t{ _--S min /S max .

It has been shown that for a given geometry (i.e., thickness and width) of center-cracked

specimens, the function h(o) can be expressed as a product of two functions, h 1 (AS(t))

and h 2 (8(t)) (Anderson 1995; Suresh 1991). Accordingly, for center-cracked specimens

with 0 < 8(t) < w Vt _>to, Eq. (1) is modified via series approximation of the (m/2) th power

of the secant term in the correction factor F as:

;t)to d iven (to)
where the constant parameters fi and m are dependent on the specimen material,

geometry, and fabrication. For constant-amplitude load, Eq. (2) reduces to the well-

known Paris equation (Suresh 1991). For varying-amplitude load, Patankar and Ray

(1)

(2)
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(2000) have shown the validity of Eq. (2) under time-dependent stress range

AS(t) --- (Smax(t) - S ° (t)) by having S° (t) as a state variable.

Ditlevsen (1986) has shown that, under constant load amplitude the randomness of

fatigue crack growth accrues primarily from parametric uncertainties. The stochastic

process of crack growth is largely dependent on two second-order random parameters--a

multiplicative process _(4,AS) and an exponent parameter m(4). Ditlevsen (1986) has

suggested the possibility of one of the above two random variables being a constant for

all specimens 4. Statistical analysis of the experimental data for 2024-T3 and 7075-T6

aluminum alloys reveals that the random exponent m(4) can be approximated as a

constant for all specimens (i.e., m(4) = in with probability 1) at different levels of constant

stress range AS for a given material. Based on this observation and the (deterministic)

model structure in Eq. (2), we postulate the following constitutive equation for fatigue

crack growth in the stochastic setting (Sobczyk and Spencer 1992), which is, in part,

similar to what was originally proposed by Paris and Erdogan (1963) in the deterministic

setting:

-1

c t 2
8c(4, t)=_(4, AS(t))(AS(t))mc(4, t)m/2(l-m(4_w_ (4,)/ P(4't)St; t->t° and given c(4't°)

(3)

where the second order random process _(4, AS) represents uncertainties of a test

specimen 4 for a stress range AS (i.e., _ is a constant for a given specimen under a

constant stress range); the second order noise process p(4,t) represents uncertainties in the

material microstructure and crack length measurements that vary with crack propagation

even for the same specimen 4. The multiplicative uncertainty P(4, t) in the crack growth

process is assumed to be a stationary white noise process that is statistically independent

of _(4, AS). The rationale for this assumption is that inhomogeneity of the material

microstructure and measurement noise associated with each test specimen, represented by

P(4, t), are statistically homogeneous and are unaffected by the uncertainty _(4,AS) of a

particular specimen caused by, for example, machining operations. With no loss

generality, _tp ---E[0(4,t)]= 1 is set via appropriate scaling of the parameters in Eq. (3).

Because the number of cycles to failure is usually very large in the crack growth processes

(even for low-cycle fatigue), a common practice in the fracture mechanics literature is to

approximate the difference equation of crack growth by a differential equation. Therefore,

for t _>to, Eq. (3) is approximated as the following stochastic differential equation:

/ 2 /(c(4,t)) -m/2 - m(--_ ] (c(_ tS)2-m/2 dc(4,t) = _(4,AS(t)(AS(t))mp(4, t)dt; t_>t o and given c(4,to)
/4w) ......

(4)
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which is integrated pointwise (i.e., for the individual _ 's) as follows:

c(_,t) 2 c(_,t) t

I d__m/2 ( ) d_m _ I - Id'c(kS(t))mf2(_,kS(t)) p(_,'c); given c(_,to)
_-2+m/2

c(_,to) c(_,to) to

(5)

to yield the following solution

[c  t lmJ2c  to lmJ2/ c  to 3mJ2/tm(-_w) 2 = I d'c f2(_,AS('c))(AS('C))mo(_,'C)(6)

1-_ _ 3-_ , to

where the constant parameter, m, is in the range of 2.5 to 5 for ductile alloys and many

metallic materials ensuring that (1 - m/2) < 0 and (3 - m/2) > 0 in Eq. (6). A stochastic

process, _(_, t; to), was introduced to represent the (dimensionless) fatigue crack damage

as a function of the crack length c(_, t) after normalization relative to the physical

parameter, w, of the stressed specimen:

  c,t,lm 2/II/(_,t;to))_--/[ _b J 1-C(_'t°)l-m/2-m_w_? [ 3 2- -- w(m/2)-i

((C(_, t)/w) l-m/2 - (C(_,to) / w) l-m/2 (C(_,t) / w) 3-m/2 - (C(_, to)/w) 3-m/2= i m2 -m(4_ 3

(7)

It follows from Eq. (7) that _(_,t;to) is a continuous function of the crack length process

c(_, t). Because c(_, t) is a measurable function, _(_, t; to) is also a measurable function

although the two measure spaces are different. The probability distribution of _(_, t; t o),

conditioned on the initial crack length c(_, to), leads to a measure of fatigue crack damage

at the instant t. The conditional probability distribution Fvlc(;,to)(O;tI.) that depends on the

stress history {AS(z): z e [t o , t)} plays an important role in risk analysis and remaining life

prediction.

Next, the special case of constant stress range AS, for which experimental data of random

fatigue are available for model validation and parameter identification, was considered. A

combination of Eqs. (6) and (7) yields the following simplified relation for constant AS :

I1/(_, t; to) = w(m/2)-i (AS) m f2(_,AS) t-t o + Id'c (9(_,'c)- 1) with probability 1

to

(8)
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28(tl_t2) m(O=m withprobability1,Given that E[p(_, t)] = 1, E[(O(_,tl)- 1)(O(_,t2)-1)]= %

and 0(_,t) is statistically independent of f_(_,AS), it follows from Eq. (8) that:

bt_ (t;to) =-E[gl(_,t;to) ]

= W (m/2)-I (AN) m gf_ (AN) (t - to)

R_(tl,t2;to) _--E[gl(_,tl;to) gl(_,t2;to)]

+ 2 (min(tl,t2)_to))= wm-2(AS) 2m _2(AS)+o2(AS))((tl-to)(t2-to) Op

(9)

(10)

where ga (AS) ---E[_(_, AS)] and _2 (AS) ---Var[_(_, AS)]. The autocorrelation function

R_g(tl,t2;to) in Eq. (10) is continuous at (tl,t2) tl=t2= t for all t _>t o . Hence, the process

_(¢, t; t o) is mean-square continuous based on a standard theorem of mean-square calculus

(Jazwinski 1970; Wong and Hajek 1985).

It follows from Eqs. (9) and (10) that the autocovariance function of _(_,t;to) for constant

AS is:

C_nlt(tl,t2;to) = wm-2(AS) 2m ((y2(AS)(tl-to)(t 2 -to)+ (g2(AS)+o2(AS))(Y_ (min(tl,t2)- to))

_(AS)+_(AS)_Var[/l/(_,t;to)]---02(t;to)=wm-2(AS) 2m 02 (AS) (t - to ) 2 1+ (_(As) (t-to)
fort>t o

5.2.2 Analysis of Experimental Data

Published fatigue test data were analyzed to validate the model structure in Eqs. (3) and

(4). The statistical signal processing technique of Karhunen-Lobve (K-L) expansion

(Fukunaga 1990) was used for selecting the dominant features of the stochastic crack

growth process. The idea was to decompose a (mean-square continuous) second order

stochastic process into mutually orthogonal components conceptually similar to what was

achieved in Fourier expansion. In K-L expansion, the coefficients are uncorrelated
random variables and the orthonormal basis functions are deterministic.

Experimental data of random fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 aluminum alloy (Virkler et

al. 1979) and 7075-T6 aluminum alloy (Ghonem and Dore 1987) were used for model

assessment. These tests were conducted under different constant load amplitudes at

ambient temperature. The Virkler data set was generated for 68 center-cracked specimens

(of half-width w=76.2 mm) at a single constant-amplitude load amplitude with peak

nominal stress of 60.33 MPa (8.75 ksi) and stress ratio R--- Smi n/Sma x =0.2 for about

200,000 cycles; the resulting AS --- (S max -S °) = 21.04 MPa. The Ghonem data sets were

generated for 60 center-cracked specimens each (of half-width w=50.8 mm) at three
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constantloadamplitudes:(1)Set1withpeaknominalstressof 70.65MPa(10.25ksi)
andR=0.6for 54,000cycles,andtheresultingAS = 15.84 MPa; (2) Set 2 with peak

nominal stress of 69.00 MPa (10.00 ksi) and R=0.5 for 42,350 cycles, and the resulting

AS = 17.80 MPa; and (3) Set 3 with peak nominal stress of 47.09 MPa (6.83 ksi) and

R=0.4 for 73,500 cycles, and the resulting AS =13.24 MPa. The crack opening stress S° is

calculated via the correlation of Ibrahim et al. (1986).

Because only finitely many data points at e discrete instants of time are available from

experiments, an obvious choice is discretization over a finite horizon [to,tf] SO that the

stochastic process _(4, t; to) now reduces to an e -dimensional random vector denoted as

't'D(4). Consequently, the covariance function C_nl_(tl,t2;to)in Eq. (11) is reduced to a

real positive-definite (exe) symmetric matrix CD . Because the experimental data were,e,e

taken at sufficiently close intervals, CD contains pertinent information of the crack,e,e

damage process. The g real positive eigenvalues are ordered as )_1->)_2 ->-> )_e, with the

()e that form an orthomormal basis for signalcorresponding eigenvectors, 01,02,..., ,

decomposition. The K-L expansion also ensures that the _ random coefficients of the

basis vectors are statistically orthogonal (i.e., zero-mean and mutually uncorrelated).

These random coefficients form a random vector x(4) --- [Xl(4) x2 (4) "'" xg(4)] T having the

covariance matrix Cxx = diag ()_1,)_2,"",)_ ) leading to decomposition of the discretized

signal as:

j=l

Ray et al. (1998) observed that the statistics of crack length are dominated by the random

coefficient corresponding to the principal eigenvector (i.e., the eigenvector associated

with the largest eigenvalue) and that the combined effects of the remaining eigenvectors

are small. Therefore, the signal 't 'D (4) in Eq. (12) is expressed as the sum of a principal

part and a residual part:

f
_iJD (4)= 'i + tCxj(4))

j=2
principal part

residual part

If the random vector _' D(4) is approximated by the principal part

D(4) _ E[ _IjD(4)] + Olxl(4) ,

then the resulting (normalized) mean square error (Fukunaga, 1990) is:

(12)

(13)

(14)
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TheK-L expansionof fatiguetestdatashowsthat 2 in Eq.(15)is in therangeof 0.018
Erins

to 0.035 for all four data sets. Furthermore, the principal eigenvector _)1, associated with

the largest eigenvalue )_1, closely fits the ramp function (t -to) in each case and the

proportionality constants are directly related to the parameter _2(AS) in Eq. (11) for the

respective values of AS for the individual data sets. Ditlevsen (1986) also observed

somewhat similar properties by statistical analysis. Nevertheless, the K-L expansion

provided deeper physical insight as seen below.

The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (13) are compared with those of Eq. (8) to

generate the following equivalence between the discrete-time model from test data and

the postulated continuous-time model:

_1 Xl(_ )

_ (OJxj(_)) ~
i=2

discrete-time model
derived from test data

{(AS) m (_(_,AS)-g_(AS))(t-to): t _ [to,tfl }

{ ((AS)m_(_'AS)) i d'c (o(_''c) - 1): t _ [t°'tf l]to

postulated continuous-time model

The entities in Eqs. (16) and (17) are mutually statistically orthogonal. It follows from Eq.

(11) that the uncertainties associated with an individual sample resulting from _(_,AS)

dominate the cumulative effects of material inhomogeneity and measurement noise due to
tf

I dz(9(_, z) - 1) unless (tf - to) is very small. Therefore, from the perspectives of risk
to

analysis and remaining life prediction (where (tf - to) is expected to be large), an accurate

identification oftheparameters ga(AS) and _2(AS) of the random process _(_,AS) is

crucial and the role of 0(4, t) is much less significant. This observation is consistent with

the statistical analysis of fatigue test data by Diflevsen (1986) where the random process

described by Eq. (17) was treated as the zero-mean residual.

5.2.2.1 Model Parameters and Probability Distributions

The model parameters m, gf_, _2, and _2 in Eqs. (9) and (10) were identified based on the

four data sets described above. The exponent parameter m is first identified as an

ensemble average estimate from the slope of the logarithm of crack growth rate in Eq. (3)

for both materials, 7075-T6 and 2024-T3. A database for the random process _(_,AS)

was generated following Eq. (6) over a period [t o, tf] as:

(15)

(16)

(17)
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_(_,AS)=[c(_'t)l ] ,/ ]-m/2_c(_,to)l-m/2 m( _ ]2 c(_,t) 3-m/2-c(_,to )3-m/2

1 m2 - / 3 m2

[Of- to)+ t[@c(p(_,_c)- 1)/(AS)mtO )

Given that _G,AS) is not explicitly dependent on time by construction of Eq. (4) and

E[pG, z) - 1]= 0, the parameter _n (AS) was the ensemble average estimate from the data

sets for each type of material. Because the parameters _2(AS) and _2 could not be

separately identified from Eq. (18) alone, the additional information of the eigenvalues,

)_1,)_2, ---,)_f, of C D generated by Karhunen-Lobve analysis was used. Taking expected

values of Euclidean norms of the terms on both sides of Eqs. (16) and (17) and making

use of Eq. (15), the following relations were obtained based on the experimental data over

a period [to, tf]:

Var[(As m (c,AS)]Itf-tot2 2, = o (AS)
(tf-to_

)_j
j__E2 a2rm s

(AS)2m(cy2(AS)+g2(AS))_@(tf_to)= _ )_j _ (y2 < __

j=2 )_1 + ((tf - to) (AS) m_tf_ (AS)) 2 1-g2s

The parameters gn, ¢2, and ¢2 were evaluated via Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) for

different ranges of fatigue crack data (i.e., different values of t o and tf). The results

were consistent for modest changes in t o and tf, confirming that _(_, AS) is a random

variable for a given constant AS and that PG, t) is stationary white noise. Testing with

large changes in t o and tf could not be accommodated because of the limited ranges of

sample paths in the experimental data sets.

The following generalized parametric relations were postulated for different levels of

(constant-amplitude) stress excitation for a given material:

• gn (AS)---E[_G, AS)] is independent of AS (i.e., ga is a constant and

E[( AS )m _,)(_, AS)] = (AS)m )

• _2(AS)---Var[nGAS)] is proportional to (AS)-2m (i.e., Var[(AS) m riG, AS)] is a

constant)

I ,]• Var(As)ml d_(p(C,_)-i is small compared to Var[(AS)m_(_)(t-to)] forlarge
L to

O-to)

(18)

(19)

(20)
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Theabovethreerelationsareconsistentwith theexperimentaldatasetsof Ghonemand
Dore(1987)for 7075-T6aluminumalloy.ThethirdrelationfollowsfromEq.(11),
providinganapproximationforrisk analysisandremaininglife predictiondescribedin a
subsequentsubsection.Thefirst tworelationscouldnotyetbeverifiedfor 2024-T3
aluminumalloybecausetheVirkler datasetprovidesonlyonelevelof stressrange.These
relationsareexpectedto bevalid for ductilealloysandmanyothermetallicmaterials
becausethenatureof dependenceof themodelparametersonthematerialmicrostructure
andspecimenpreparation(i.e.,machiningoperations)is similar.Estimatesof themodel
parametersfor 2024-T3and7075-T6aluminumalloysaresummarizedin Table5-3.

Table5-3.EstimatedModelParameters

DataSetand Stress m gf_ (As)mcyf_/gf2 g0 (AS)m cyO/gO
Material Range (dimensionless) (SI units) (dimensionless)

Type AS (SI units) (SI units)
(MPa)

Virkler Data
(2024-T3) 21.04 3.4 6.4x10-7 5.634x104 1.0 4.980x 102

Ghonem Data
#1 (7075-T6) 15.84 3.6 7.7x 10-7 7.573x 104 1.0 8.426x 102
Ghonem Data
#2 (7075-T6) 17.80 3.6 7.7x 10-7 7.573x 104 1.0 8.426x 102
Ghonem Data
#3 (7075-T6) 13.24 3.6 7.7x 10-7 7.573x 104 1.0 8.426x 102

Several investigators have assumed that the crack growth rate in metallic materials is

lognormal-distributed (e.g., [Sobczyk and Spencer 1992]). Others have treated the crack

length to be lognormal-distributed (e.g., [Ray et al. 1998]) based on the assumption that

the crack growth process is highly correlated. The results of K-L expansion in Eqs. (12)

to (17) are in agreement with these claims because _(_, AS), which dominates the random

behavior of fatigue crack growth, can be considered as a perfectly correlated random

process whereas the white noise 9(_,t) is a perfectly uncorrelated random process. Yang

and Manning (1996) have presented an empirical second-order approximation of crack

growth by postulating lognormal distribution of a parameter that does not bear any

physical relationship to AS but is, to some extent, similar to _(_,AS) in the present

model.

The random process _(_,AS) was hypothesized to be a two-parameter (r=2), lognormal-

distributed (Bogdonoff and Kozin 1985) process, and its goodness of fit is examined by

both ;¢2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of experimental data. Each of the four data sets

was partitioned into L=12 segments to assure that each segment contains at least 5

samples. With (L-r-1)=9 degrees of freedom, the ;¢2 -test shows that for each of the four

data sets, the hypothesis of two-parameter lognormal-distribution of _(_,AS) passed the

10% significance level which suffices the conventional standard of 5% significance level.

For each of the four data sets, the hypothesis of two-parameter lognormal-distribution of

_(_,AS) also passed the 20% significance level of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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Next,aprobabilitydistributionof p(_,t) was hypothesized. Because the crack length and

crack growth rate are guaranteed to be non-negative, Eq. (3) enforces that the random

noise O(_,t) must also be non-negative with probability 1 for all t. As a viable option, it

could be hypothesized that the two-parameter lognormal distribution for O(_,t) was

similar in structure to that of _(_,AS). Then, the right hand side of Eq. (4) becomes

lognormal-distributed because the product of two lognormal variables is lognormal. The

result is that the rate of fatigue crack damage (see Eqs. (4) and (8)) is lognormal
distributed.

5.2.2.2 Model Prediction

Figure 5-7 compares the analytically derived lognormal-distributed probability density

functions (pdfs) of _(_,AS) with the corresponding histograms generated from

experimental data by approximately compensating the relatively small second-order

statistics of the noise 0(4, t). Referring to Table 5-3, the mean _tn in the model is

identical for the three data sets of 7075-T6 while the corresponding variance is different

in each set. This is because _2(AS) is inversely proportional to (AS) 2m and AS is

different for each data set--_ 2 is largest for the Ghonem data set #3 for which AS =13.24

MPa is smallest and _2 is smallest for the Ghonem data set#2 for which AS =17.80 MPa

is largest of the three data sets. However, for 2024-T3, no such comparison could be

made because only one AS is available in the Virkler data set.
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Figure 5-7. Identification of probability density ftmction (PDF) of the model
parameter _.

Next, model predictions of crack growth were obtained by Monte Carlo simulation of the

stochastic difference equation (3) using the parameters listed in Table 5-3. Lognormal

distributions of both _G, AS) and PG,t) were realized by taking exponentials of outputs

of the standard normal random number generator with different seed numbers. Test data

and model predictions were both used to generate probability distribution functions

(PDFs) of service cycles to exceed specified limits c* of crack length. The Virkler set and

each of the three Ghonem sets contain 68 samples and 60 samples, respectively, while the

Monte Carlo simulations for model prediction have been conducted with 1000 samples in

each case. The PDF plots in Figure 4-8 compare model predictions with the experimental

data ofVirkler et al. (1979) for three different values of c* (i.e., 11 mm, 14 mm, and 20

mm). Similarly, the three PDF plots from left to right in Figure 4-9 compare model

predictions with the data sets, 2, 1, and 3 (in the decreasing order of the effective stress

range AS) of Ghonem and Dore (1987) for c*--11 mm. The agreement of the predicted

PDFs in Figures 5-8 and 5-9 with the respective experimental data is a consequence of

fitting the key model parameter _G, AS) to a high level of statistical significance as seen

in Figure 5-7. The small differences between the model-based and experimental PDFs in

Figures 5-8 and 5-9 could be further reduced for larger ensemble size of the data sets.

Figure 5-10 compares the results of Monte Carlo simulation with the test data of Virkler

(1979) and Ghonem and Dore (1987) in a two-column format.
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5.2.3 Risk Analysis and Remaining Life Prediction

The stochastic model can be used for risk analysis and remaining life prediction of critical

components. As pointed out earlier, the impact of p(_,t) on overall scatter of the crack

growth profile is not significant for large (t- to). In general, t o signifies the starting time

of a machine after maintenance or inspection. Because risk analysis and life prediction

become important after a significant lapse of time (i.e., when (t-to) is sufficiently large),

it is reasonable to make these decisions based only on the PDF of _(_, AS).

Potential failures were identified by multi-level hypotheses testing based on the stochastic

measure of fatigue crack damage (see Eq. (8)). Multi-level hypotheses testing provided a

more precise characterization of potential faults than bi-level fail/no-fail hypothesis

testing, and is essential for early warning and timely detection and identification of soft

failures in gradually degrading components of aircraft structures. In general, if M

different types of failure modes are considered, then M+I distinct modes (including the

normal mode) could be designated by M+I levels of hypotheses.

M+I hypotheses were defined based on a partition of the crack length in the range [7o,_)

where 7o is the (known) minimum threshold of the initial crack length c(_,to), which is

assumed to be measured with good precision, i.e., _2o = 0. The first M hypotheses are

defined on the range [7o,7M] where 7M is the critical crack length beyond which the

crack growth rate rapidly becomes very large leading to complete rupture:

H0(t, to) • c(_,t) _ [7o,gl)

Hl(t, to) • c(_,t) 6 [gl,g2)

HM_ 1(t, t o) : c(_, t) e [gM-l,gM); where gi = to + i (gM - go), i = 1,2,-.-, (M - 1)
M

The last (i.e., the M th) hypothesis is defined as HM: % e [_M, _), which is popularly known

as the unstable crack region in the fracture mechanics literature (Suresh 1991). Each of

these M+I hypotheses represents a distinct range in the entire space of crack lengths from

an initial value till rupture occurs, and together they form an exhaustive set of mutually

exclusive regions in the state-space of crack length. The first M hypotheses were

generated as:

c(_,t)e Hj(t, to) =[gj,gj+l)_ _(_,t;to)e [_j,_j+l) for j = 0,1,2,---,M- 1 and a given AS

where i]/j= -(_j/w)l-m/2-(_°/w)l-m/2 m(rC)2( </w)3.m/2-(_°/w)3.m/2

1- m / 2 ,7 [ _ follows the

structure of Eq. (7). As discussed earlier, the process _(_,t; t o) was approximated by

(21)

(22)
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ignoringtheeffectsof thenoiseterm (p(_,t) - 1), i.e., by setting the integral within

parentheses on the right side of Eq. (8) to zero as:

/]/(_,t;to) _ wm-2_(_,AS) (AS) m (t-to)

The probability that the j th hypothesis, Hj (t, t o) was obtained from the instantaneous

(conditional) probability distribution function F_,lc(_,to)(o;t eo ) of _(_, t; t o). This was

directly generated, without any computationally expensive integration, from the two-

parameter lognormal distribution of _(_, AS). Probabilities of the individual hypotheses

become:

P[H j(t, to)]= Fuglc(g,to)(_j+l;t Eo )- Fuglc(g,to)(_J; t_o )for j= 0,1,2,---,M- 1

M-1

P[HM(t, to) ]= 1- 2 P[Hj(t, to)]
j=0

Examples based on Virkler and Ghonem data sets are presented to elucidate the concept

of hypothesis testing for risk analysis and life prediction. The probability that the random

crack length {c(_,t):t _>to} at a given time t is located in one and only one of these

segments was computed in real time by Eq. (24). For each data set, it was observed that

_o =9.0 mm with probability 1. The critical crack length was chosen based on the

geometry of the test specimens:

• _M =45.0 mm for the Virkler experiment (in which the specimen half-width is

76.2 mm)

• _M =27.0 mm for the Ghonem experiments (in which the specimen half-width

is 50.4 mm)

The space [_o,_) was partitioned into M+I regions. In these examples, 11 hypotheses

(.i.e., M--10) were chosen for both data sets. The range of each hypothesis was defined as

depicted in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5. The time evolution of probability of the hypotheses

for the four data sets is shown in the four plates of Figure 5-11. In each case, the plot of

H0 begins with a probability equal to 1 at time t = t o and later diminishes as the crack

grows with time (i.e., number of load cycles applied). The probability of each of the

hypotheses H 1 to H 9 is initially zero and then increases to a maximum and subsequently

decreases as the crack growth process progresses with time. The probability of the last

hypothesis H10 (on the extreme right in each plate of Figure 5-11) of unstable crack

growth beyond the critical crack length 7M initially remains at zero and increases rapidly

only when the specimen is close to rupture. At this stage, the probability of each of the

remaining hypotheses is zero or rapidly diminishes to zero.

(23)

(24)
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Table5-4.CrackDamageHypothesesforVirkler etal.Data
Description Range of Fatigue Crack Length

Hypothesis H 0 9.00 mm _<c(t) < 12.6 mm

Hypothesis H1 12.6 ram_< c(t) < 16.2 mm

Hypothesis H 9 41.4 mm _<c(t) < 45.0 mm

Hypothesis H10 45.0 mm _<c(t)

(Unstable Crack Growth)

Table 5-5. Crack Damage Hypotheses for Ghonem & Dore Data
Description Range of Fatigue Crack Length

Hypothesis H 0 9.00 mm _<c(t) < 10.8 mm

Hypothesis H1 10.8 ram_< c(t) < 12.6 mm

Hypothesis H 9 25.2 mm _<c(t) < 27.0 mm

Hypothesis H10 27.0 mm _<c(t)

(Unstable Crack Growth)
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Figure 5-11. Probabilities of hypotheses for fatigue crack propagation for each
hypothesis described in Tables 5-4 and 5-5.
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Thehypothesestestingprocedurecanbeexecutedin realtimeoninexpensiveplatforms
suchasaPentiumprocessorin theplantinstrumentationandcontrolsystemfor issuing
alertsandwarningswhile themachineis in operation.Forexample,thespaceof crack
length,definedby [%,_), canbepartitionedinto fourhypothesesdenotingthreeregions
of green,yellowandredalertconditionsfor thefirst threehypothesesandcatastrophic
conditionsfor thefourthhypothesis.Althoughalertsandwarningsareusefulfor
operationalsupportandsafetyenhancement,operationsplanningandmaintenance
schedulingrequireremaininglife prediction.Equipmentreadinessassessmentandfailure
prognosisbasedoncurrentconditionandprojectedusageof themachineryareimportant
toolsfor operationsandmaintenanceplanning,especiallyin aninformation-based
maintenanceenvironment.

If theinstantaneous(conditional)probabilitydistributionfunctionF_,lc°(o;t _o) of
/It(_,t, to) is known, the remaining life T(t,Yd(t),e ) can be computed on-line at any

specified time instant t based on a desired plant operational profile Y,t(t) = _v((_):1__>t} and

a confidence level (1- e). This implies that if the plant operation is scheduled to yield the

desired output Y,t(t), then T(t, Yd(t), e) is the maximum time of operation such that the

probability of the crack length cG, t + T) to exceed 7M is less than a positive fraction e.

The algorithm for prediction of remaining life is:

T(t;Yd(t);_) = Sup {0 _ [0 oo) : Pitt+ o <__-M]> (1--_)} (25)

The prediction algorithm in Eq. (25) is executed in real time based on the current

information. The generated results can then be conveyed to a decision making module

such as ACAMS for failure prognosis, life extending control, and maintenance

scheduling.

5.3 DISCUSSION

This section presented formulation and validation of (1) a deterministic state-space model

for fatigue crack growth prediction under variable-amplitude loading and (2) a stochastic

model of fatigue crack damage. Both models were evaluated with published fatigue data.

5.3.1 State-Space Model

The state-space model was built on fracture-mechanistic principles of the crack-closure

concept and experimental observations of fatigue test data. The model state variables are

crack length and crack opening stress, and the model inputs are maximum stress and

minimum stress in the current cycle and the minimum stress in the previous cycle. The

crack growth model was represented in the autoregressive moving average (ARMA)

setting by a second order nonlinear difference equation that recursively computes the state

variables without the need for storage of stress history.
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Althoughtherearesimilaritiesbetweenthestructureof thestate-spacemodelfor crack
growthpredictionandthatof FASTRAN(Newman1992),themajordifferenceis in the
formulationof transientbehaviorof thecrackopeningstress.Becausethecrackopening
stressin FASTRANiscalculatedasynchronouslybasedonarelativelylonghistoryof
stressexcitation(~300cycles),it doesnot follow astate-spacestructure.Thestate-space
modelof fatiguecrackgrowthcapturestheeffectsof stressoverloadandreverseplastic
flow andisapplicableto varioustypesof loadingincludingsingle-cycleoverloads,
irregularsequences,andrandomloads.Thestate-spacemodelwasvalidatedwith fatigue
testdatafor 7075-T6and2024-T3aluminumalloys.Themodelpredictionswerealso
comparedwith thoseof FASTRANfor identicalinputstressexcitation.Whiletheresults
derivedfromthesetwomodelsarecomparable,thestate-spacemodelenjoyssignificantly
smallercomputationtimeandmemoryrequirements.

Previously,simplisticstate-spacemodels,meantfor constant-amplitudeloads(Holmes
andRay,1998),havebeenusedfor monitoringandcontrolapplications.With the
availabilityof thestate-spacemodel,reliablestrategiescannowbeformulatedfor real-
timedecisionandcontrolof damage-mitigationandlife-extension.

5.3.2 Stochastic Model

The stochastic model of fatigue crack damage enables risk analysis and life prediction of

aircraft structures fabricated from ductile alloys. The measure of fatigue crack damage at

an instant (i.e., at the end of a stress cycle) is expressed as a continuous function of the

current crack length and initial crack length. The uncertainties in the crack damage

measure were shown to accrue primarily from a single lognormal-distributed random

parameter associated with individual specimens and, to a much lesser extent, from the

random noise due to material inhomogeneity. This conclusion is consistent with the

findings of other investigators.

The constitutive equation of the damage model was based on the physics of fracture

mechanics and was validated by Karhunen-Lobve analysis of fatigue test data for 2024-T3

and 7075-T6 aluminum alloys at different levels of (constant-amplitude) cyclic load. A

systematic procedure for parameter identification was also established. The predicted

probability distribution function (PDF) of service cycles to exceed a specified crack

length was shown to be in close agreement with that generated from the test data. The

(non-stationary) probability distribution function of crack damage was obtained in a

closed form without numerically solving stochastic differential equations in the Wiener

integral or It6 integral setting. The model allows formulation of risk assessment and life

prediction algorithms for real-time execution on conventional processing platforms such

as a Pentium processor. Consideration of other uncertainties (e.g., variable-amplitude and

multi-axial and loading, stress corrosion) in crack growth will enhance applications of the
stochastic model.
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SECTION 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project was to develop a multiplexed airframe structural sensor

prototype for on-board characterization of multiple and synergistic failure modes in

current and future airframes and to demonstrate the technologies in a laboratory setting.

In order to achieve the goals of the program, the ARINC team completed the following
tasks:

• Established requirements for structural health monitoring systems

• Identified and characterized a prototype structural sensor system and
demonstrated the sensors on realistic test articles

• Developed sensor interpretation algorithms

The structural sensing system was designed to provide data sources for AR1NC's Aircraft

Condition Analysis and Management System (ACAMS), which was developed in a

complementary program.

This section summarizes the results, draws conclusions, and makes recommendations that

will lead to the implementation of structural health monitoring capabilities

6.1 HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Requirements were developed for a health monitoring system for commercial airframe

structures. These system requirements were developed based on an assessment of

operators maintenance programs and an analysis of aircraft structural degradation modes.

6.1.1 Maintenance Program Requirements

The purpose of introducing SHM into commercial transports is to enhance aviation safety

by improving the effectiveness of the operators' continued airworthiness programs. The

primary consideration for assessing the effect of SHM systems on continued

airworthiness is to determine their potential influence on scheduled maintenance

programs and the potential to reduce unscheduled maintenance actions. SHM systems

could be an important factor in improving the effectiveness of inspection and

maintenance programs and enabling on-condition maintenance. Section 2 of this report

included a review of maintenance practices that are employed by the air carriers and the

identification of the potential role for health monitoring technologies. The following

conclusions were drawn from this analysis:

Once the applicability and reliability of SHM systems has been proven, the

overall acceptance by the end user will require integration of SHM systems with

existing systems and capabilities. In order for SHM systems to be an integral

part of the operator's structural maintenance programs, they would be required

to automate or improve inspections and tests, detect fault precursors so that
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maintenanceorreplacementactivitiescanbeanticipatedandscheduled,and
includethedatacollectionandanalysisfunctionsassociatedwithmaintenance
programreview.
HM systemscouldprovidebenefitto theoperatorsfor eachof thecurrent
preventivemaintenanceapproaches.First,hard-timecomponentscouldbe
convertedto oneof thereliability-basedapproachesby identifyingfaultsthat
areprecursorsto failureandmonitoringthecomponentsusingaSHMsystem.
Second,SHMsystemscouldbeusedto automatetheinspection,measurements,
andtestsfor on-conditioncomponents.Finally,SHMsystemscouldbeusedto
detecttheprecursorsto failurefor condition-monitoredcomponentssothat
maintenanceorreplacementactivitiescanbeanticipatedandscheduled.

6.1.2 Degradation Modes

An important area of emphasis of this project was on sensors to detect aging mechanisms

for metallic airframe structures. An understanding of potential damage mechanisms,

structural design criteria and fail-safe features, and structural maintenance philosophy

was needed to assess the efficacy of sensor-based system to monitor structural condition.

Section 2 of this report also includes a discussion of structural degradation modes. The

following structural degradation modes and sensing strategies were considered for

commercial transport aircraft:

• Low-cycle fatigue (fatigue cracking emanating from pre-existing flaws or

defects) - The SHM system will be required to detect the presence of subcritical

fatigue cracks, monitor crack growth, and alert the maintenance organization

that maintenance or repair should be accomplished before the crack reaches

critical length.

• Widespread fatigue damage (the simultaneous presence of small cracks

initiating from normal quality structural details) - The SHM system will be

required to detect damage events (initiation and subcritical growth of small

cracks), characterize damage accumulation and assess fail-safe residual

strength, and alert the maintenance organization that maintenance should be

accomplished to preclude occurrence of the onset of WFD.

• High-cycle fatigue (fatigue damage resulting from exposure to high-frequency

load cycles from aerodynamic, mechanical, and acoustic sources). - Because

high frequency loads can lead to significant damage in very short times, the

only workable strategy to monitor structural health is to sense the conditions for

HCF and make repairs to avoid crack initiation and growth.

• Corrosion (and stress corrosion cracking) - The strategy for monitoring for

corrosion damage is to focus on early detection of incipient corrosion or,

preferably, detection of when the corrosion prevention scheme has failed. The

SHM system could (1) identify when corrosion protection has broken down to a

point where moisture can intrude, and (2) identify the presence of corrosion by

detecting corrosion products. For stress corrosion cracking, the system will also

be required to detect crack initiation or the early stages of crack growth.
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Accidentaldamage(damageresultingfromunexpectedlysevereoperating
conditions,operationsandmaintenancehandling,or thermalandenvironmental
exposure).- TheSHMsystemwill berequiredto monitorfor discretedamage
incidentsandtriggertheappropriatesensorsto characterizetheextentof
damageincaseaneventisdetected.

6.2 SENSOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

A sensing approach based on the potential damage mechanisms, component design

criteria, and operators' maintenance practices, was developed to monitor selected aircraft

structures. It was determined that multiple types of structural sensors were needed to

detect the indications of degradation because of the wide range of structural damage
mechanisms.

This program focused on fiber optic sensors because of their small size, amenability to

multiplexing of sensor elements, low probability for interference with adjacent flight

systems, and insusceptibility to electromagnetic interference effects. The selected sensors

were evaluated to validate their suitability for monitoring aging degradation, characterize

the sensor performance in aircraft environments, and demonstrate placement processes

and multiplexing schemes. Corrosion sensors (i.e., LPG moisture and metal ion sensors)

and fatigue sensors (i.e., EFPI strain and extension, Bragg grating strain, and EFPI

acoustic emission sensors) were evaluated under this program. In addition, a unique

micromachined multimeasurand sensor concept was developed and demonstrated.

6.2.1 Corrosion

This program focused on LPG optical fiber chemical sensors because they have been

shown to effectively discern the presence of significant moisture, the metal ions

indicative of corrosion products, or the pH of a potential electrolyte solution.

Performance of LPG-based sensors depends critically on the location and use of the

sensor element and the environment surrounding the sensor (e.g., sensor elements could

be placed over or embedded within corrosion protection coatings in new aircraft and

retrofit applications). The LPG moisture and metal ion sensors were tested to demonstrate

the use of the LPG sensor in applications where sensors are either embedded under

corrosion preventative compounds (CPC), aircraft sealant, and primer; embedded within

lap joints or attached to the surface of structures. The conclusions are summarized below:

• Embedded sensor elements were able to sense target molecules (water and

metal ions) that were able to penetrate the corrosion protection schemes

• LPG-based metal ion sensors are capable of detecting the presence of corrosion

by-products within an occluded region in a simulated lap joint.

6.2.2 Fatigue

Three types of sensors were evaluated during this program--distributed Bragg grating

sensors to monitor changes in strain field distribution as fatigue damage propagates; EFPI

strain sensors to detect deformation resulting from fatigue damage; and EFPI acoustic
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emissionsensorsto detectcrackinitiationandverysmallcrackgrowth.Theconclusions
fromtheseevaluationsaredescribedin thefollowing:

• DistributedBragggratingsensorsprovidedasurveyof straindistributionthat
wasshowntobeeffectivein detectingandisolatingfatiguedamagein metallic
structurebymonitoringchangesin straindistribution.Thissystemwaseasily
multiplexedbecausealargenumberof sensingelements(hundredsor
thousands)couldbecombinedon thesamefiber.

• StrategicallyplacedEFPIstrainsensorsandextensometerswereableto sense
indicationsof loadredistributionaroundagrowingdefectanddetectthe
presenceof growingfatiguedamage.EFPIcouldprovideaveryimportant
measureof crackopeningdeflectionthatwouldbehelpfulinmonitoringcritical
crackgrowth.

• EFPIacousticemissionsensorsdidnothavesufficientsensitivityathigh
frequenciesto detectcertainAE events,includingfatiguecrackinitiationand
propagation.Eventhoughthedevelopmentsof thisprogramimprovedthe
capabilitiesdramaticallyoverprevioussystems,thissystemstill doesnothave
thesensitivityto detectextremelylow-levelevents.

6.2.3 Combined Damage Modes

A unique multimeasurand microsensor device, based on silicon micromachining and

EFPI technologies, has been developed and demonstrated as a prototype. This device

combines multiple sensing elements into one sensing system in a small, lightweight

package. The prototype was a single Si-chip, multi-microcantilever beam sensor

consisting of three sensing elements and three optical fiber leads. The prototype sensor

was able to monitor wet and dry moisture state, vibration/AE, and temperature.

6.2.4 Sensor System Implementation

Section 3 of this report showed that structural degradation of aircraft materials can be

effectively detected and characterized using available sensors. The ability to multiplex

moderate (10' s) to large (100' s) numbers of sensors was demonstrated, but multiple

sensor types cannot yet be multiplexed in a single source/sensor/demodulation system.

In general, migration of fiber optic sensors and associated optical and electronic systems

to flight environments requires careful consideration of the effects of environmental

factors, most notably temperature, on the optical components. Optical sources, couplers,

connectors, filters and detectors demonstrate significant performance sensitivity to

variations in temperature.

6.3 SENSOR DATA INTERPRETATION

A key component of the structural health monitoring capability is the ability to interpret

the information provided by sensor system to characterize the structural condition.

Section 4 of this report describes a deterministic state-space fatigue growth model and

stochastic model that accounts for the statistical nature of damage development processes.
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Thesemodelsweredevelopedtoperformrealtimecharacterizationandassessmentof
structuralfatiguedamage.

Thestate-spacemodelwasbuilt onfracture-mechanisticprinciplesof thecrack-closure
conceptandexperimentalobservationsof fatiguetestdata.Themodelstatevariablesare
cracklengthandcrackopeningstress,andthemodelinputsaremaximumstressand
minimumstressin thecurrentcycleandtheminimumstressin thepreviouscycle.The
crackgrowthmodelwasrepresentedin theautoregressivemovingaverage(ARMA)
settingby asecondordernonlineardifferenceequationthatrecursivelycomputesthestate
variableswithouttheneedfor storageof stresshistory.Thestate-spacemodelwas
validatedwith fatiguetestdatafor 7075-T6and2024-T3aluminumalloys.Themodel
predictionswerealsocomparedwith thoseof FASTRANfor identicalinputstress
excitation.Thefollowingconclusionsresultfromthedevelopmentandevaluationof the
state-spacemodel:

• Theagreementof modelpredictionswithexperimentaldatasupportsthestate-
spacemodelandits fundamentalhypothesisthatthecrackopeningstresscanbe
treatedasastatevariable

• Themodelcapturestheeffectsof stressoverloadandreverseplasticflow andis
applicableto varioustypesof loadingincludingsingle-cycleoverloads,irregular
sequencesandrandomloads

• Thestate-spacemodelenjoyssignificantlysmallercomputationtimeand
memoryrequirementsthancomparableanalytictools

• Thestate-spacemodelenablesreliablestrategiesto beformulatedfor real-time
decisionandcontrolfor damagemitigationandlife extensionin airframe
structures

Thestochasticmodelof fatiguecrackdamageenablesrisk analysisandlife predictionof
aircraftstructuresfabricatedfromductilealloys.Themeasureof fatiguecrackdamageat
aninstant(i.e.,attheendof astresscycle)isexpressedasacontinuousfunctionof the
currentcracklengthandinitial cracklength.Themodelwasvalidatedagainstpublished
fatiguedatasets.Thefollowingconclusionsweredrawnbasedonthisevaluation:

• Uncertaintiesin thecrackdamagemeasureswereshownto accrueprimarily
fromvariabilityin individualspecimensand,to amuchlesserextent,from
materialinhomogeneity;thisconclusionisconsistentwith thefindingsof other
investigators

• Theconstitutiveequationof thedamagemodelwasbasedonthephysicsof
fracturemechanicsandwasvalidatedthroughanalysisof fatiguetestdatafor
2024-T3and7075-T6aluminumalloysatdifferentlevelsof constant-amplitude
cyclicload

• Predictedprobabilitydistributionfunctionsof servicecyclesto exceeda
specifiedcracklengthwereshowntobein closeagreementwith thatgenerated
fromthetestdata
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Themodelallowsformulationof risk assessmentandlife predictionalgorithms
forreal-timeexecutiononconventionalprocessingplatformssuchasaPentium
processor

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations have been developed based on the results of the SHM

development and demonstration described in this report.

• Continue interaction with air carriers and regulatory agencies to ensure that the

SHM remains responsive to air carrier needs and applicable on commercial

transport aircraft.

• Continue to develop structural sensor systems with a focus on long-term

durability and environmental effects on sensor performance and on the

development of robust optical components, durable packaging and application

bonding techniques, and miniaturization of electronics and demodulation

systems.

• Expand the applicability of the sensor suite to structural degradation modes that

were not considered in this program, especially detection and characterization

of aging of high-strength steel structures and accidental damage of metallic and

composite structures.

• Integrate the deterministic state-space model of fatigue crack growth into the

diagnostic processor developed for the ACAMS and refine the stochastic model

formulation by considering other uncertainties (e.g., variable-amplitude and

multi-axial and loading, stress corrosion) in crack growth

• Expand sensor data interpretation capabilities to develop tools to map physical

behavior to expected sensor response.

• Validate the functionality of SHM with one-to-one verification of structural

diagnoses with physically introduced known faults.

• Perform detailed laboratory testing of structural elements and components for

expanded sensor fusion and development of diagnostic and prognostic

algorithms.
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APPENDIX: STATE-SPACE MODEL VALIDATION

This appendix includes the detailed data validating the state-space model with fatigue test

data for two aluminum alloys--7075-T6 aluminum alloy specimens under different types

of variable amplitude cyclic loading (Porter 1972) and 2024-T3 aluminum alloy

specimens under spectrum loading (Mcmillan and Pelloux 1967)--as well as

comparisons with predictions of the other fatigue growth models--FASTRAN and
AFGROW.

Porter (1972) collected fatigue crack data under tensile load for 12 in. by 36 in. center-

notched panels made out of 0.16 in. thick 7075-T6 aluminum alloy sheets. Figure A-1

shows a schematic of Porter's specimen for which the constraint factor % in Eq. (SS-3)

of Section 4 varies between 1.1 and 1.8 (Newman 1992).

thickness = 0.16
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Figure A-1. Porter specimen and load for single overload data.

A crack growth look-up table was used instead of a closed form crack growth equation

while generating predictions of both the state-space model and the FASTRAN for

Porter's data on 7075-T6 aluminum alloy specimen.

Figure A-2 illustrates a profile of block loading applied to the specimen to collect data

used to validate the crack growth model constructed in state space setting. The positive

integers n and m in Figure A-2 indicate that a block ofn constant amplitude cycles is

followed by a block ofm cycles of a different constant amplitude.
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Figure A-2. Cyclic stress excitation profile for Porter data

The details of the loading profiles are presented below.
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Porter Data Inputs

Material Type:

Type of the Crack:

Width of the Specimen:

Thickness of the Specimen:

Length of the Specimen:

Initial Half Crack Length:

Final Half Crack Length:

Young's Modulus, E:

Yield Strength oy_,"

Ultimate Strength o_1t :

7075 - T6

Center Through Crack
304.8 mm

4.064mm

915mm

6.35 mm

70mm

69,600 MPa

520MPa

575 Mpa

The analysis of the Porter data uses the following look-up table instead of a closed form

expression for the crack growth rate:

AKe_,(MPaxlm) da (m/cycle)
dN

0.90 1.00e-11

1.35 1.20e-09

3.40 1.00e-08

5.20 1.00e-07

11.9 1.00e-06

18.8 1.00e-05

29.0 1.00e-04

Rate 1: 5e-7

Alpha 1: 1.8
Betal: 1.0

Rate2: 5e-6

Alpha2: 1.1
Beta2: 1.0
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Mcmillan and Pelloux Data Inputs

Material Type:

Type of Crack:

Width of Specimen:

Thickness of the Specimen:

Length of the Specimen:

Initial Half Crack Length:

Final Half Crack Length:

Young's Modulus, E:

2024 - T3

Center Through Crack
228.6 mm

4.064mm

915mm

6.35 mm

70mm

71750 MPa

For Samples P1 to P7 and Pll to P13:

Yield Strength Oy_,• 327.9 MPa

Ultimate Strength o_t : 473.3 MPa

For Samples P8 to P10:

Yield Strength Oy_,•

Ultimate Strength o_ t :

315.0 MPa

483.6 MPa

Closed form expression for crack growth analysis used :
C = 5.00e-11

M= 4.07

Rate 1: 9.0e-7

Alpha 1: 1.73
Betal: 1.0

Rate2: 7.5e-6

Alpha2: 1.1
Beta2: 1.0
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TableA-l: Load Profiles for Porter Data

Program
P1

Max. Stress Min. Stress Cycles/Block
103.42 3.45 50

P2 68.95 3.45 50

P3 68.95 3.45 50

103.45 3.45 1

P4 68.95 3.45 50

103.45 3.45 3

P5 68.95 3.45 50

103.45 3.45 6

P6 68.95 3.45 50

103.45 3.45 10

P7 68.95 3.45 50

103.45 3.45 25

P8 68.95 3.45 50

103.45 3.45 50

P9 68.95 3.45 29

76.53 3.45 1

PIO 68.95 3.45 29

103.45 3.45 1

Pll 68.95 3.45 29

120.66 3.45 1

P12 68.95 3.45 29

137.89 3.45 1

P13 68.95 3.45 29

103.42 3.45 1

P14 68.95 3.45 50

103.42 3.45 1

P15 68.95 3.45 300

103.42 3.45 1

P16 68.95 3.45 1000

103.42 3.45 1

P17 103.42 51.71 50

103.42 5.171 1

P18 103.42 51.71 50

155.13 5.171 1

P19 103.42 51.71 50

155.13 31.03 1

P20 103.42 51.71 50

134.45 31.03 1

P21 103.42 51.71 50

206.84 5.171 1

P22 103.42 51.71 49

103.42 5.171 1

155.13 51.71 1

P23 103.42 51.71 49

103.42 31.03 1

155.13 51.71 1

P24 103.42 51.71 49

103.42 31.03 1

134.45 51.71 1

P25 103.42 51.71 49

103.42 5.171 1

206.84 51.71 1

P26 103.45 51.71 1

P27 103.42 51.71 50

155.13 51.71 1
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TableA-2: LoadProfilesfor McmillanandPellouxData
Program

P1

Max. Stress

82.788

82.788

82.788

Min. Stress

68.99

27.596

4.1394

Cycles
9

8

7

P2 82.788 4.1394 7

82.788 27.596 8

82.788 68.99 9

P3 82.788 4.1394 10

82.788 27.596 8

82.788 41.394 6

P4 82.788 4.1394 20

82.788 27.596 8

82.788 41.394 12

82.788 27.596 8

P5 82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

82.788

96.586

82.788

68.99

55.192

P6

P7

4.1394

41.394

27.596

4.1394

27.596

41.394

4.1394

27.596

41.394

4.1394

41.394

4.1394

27.596

4.1394

27.596

41.394

27.596

4.1394

41.394

4.1394

27.596

48.293

34.495

20.697

6.899

6.899

20.697

20.697

34.495

34.495

48.293

48.293

6.899

55.192

55.192

68.99

68.99

82.788

82.788

96.586

96.586

P8 96.586 48.293 20

82.788 34.495 16

68.99 20.697 12

P9 68.99 20.697 12

82.788 34.495 16

96.586 48.293 20
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TableA-2 (Contd.): Load Profiles for Mcmillan and Pelloux Data
PIO 96.586

68.99

82.788

82.788

68.99

82.788

82.788

96.586

68.99

96.586

96.586

96.586

96.586

82.788

82.788

68.99

96.586

82.788

96.586

96.586

96.586

68.99

96.586

82.788

82.788

68.99

82.788

68.99

68.99

68.99

82.788

82.788

96.586

96.586

82.788

96.586

96.586

96.586

82.788

68.99

68.99

68.99

96.586

82.788

96.586

96.586

82.788

96.586

48.293

48.293

34.495

48.293

48.293

48.293

20.697

48.293

48.293

34.495

20.697

34.495

48.293

48.293

34.495

20.697

48.293

20.697

48.293

34.495

20.697

48.293

48.293

20.697

34.495

34.495

48.293

34.495

34.495

48.293

48.293

20.697

20.697

34.495

48.293

20.697

34.495

20.697

34.495

20.697

34.495

20.697

48.293

48.293

34.495

48.293

34.495

34.495

Pll 82.788 34.495 20

96.586 48.293 3

96.586 34.495 1

P12 96.586 48.293 20

96.586 34.495 1

82.788 34.495 3

P13 82.788 34.495 20

96.586 34.495 9

96.586 48.293 10

96.586 34.495 1
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